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their families for their unlimited patience and their kind hospitality.
Several organizations and agencies offered their support, and, without
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A well known philosopher used to say that we are what we eat. As an
Italian, I cannot underestimate how much of a country and its population is written and encoded in its food and agricultural products.
Many things bind Italians and Lebanese, among which is the love for
quality food and this “love” (which is also an affection for the soil and
its products: “Mother Earth”) is deeply rooted in both our cultures.
In days where we can find almost everything almost everywhere we
tend to forget what is closer to us and that risks disappearing, eaten
only by our frenzy and rush.
The Slow Food foundation is working all over the world to protect forgotten and unique roots, making them once again known and available
to the large public. In Lebanon as well as in Italy the agricultural sector consists mostly of small producers devoted to typical and unique
products. That is what makes Italian and Lebanese food (both also
expressions of a long history and ancient culture) so appreciated and
known all over the world. It is our duty to know them, protect them,
and save them from an increasingly higher risk of extinction.
It is with aim of preventing such loss of Lebanon’s rich gastronomic
and agricultural heritage that this publication was thought and prepared, thanks to the hard work of the Slow Food Foundation, the Italian NGO UCODEP and the American University of Beirut, through a
project funded by our Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Therefore I would like to express my deepest appreciation to all the
experts, officers and farmers from all over Lebanon who have collaborated on this project and have transformed a traditional unwritten
culture into a publication that will enable people all over the globe to
share and enjoy it.
Gabriele Checchia
Ambassador of Italy to Lebanon
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Foreword

Piero Sardo

President of the Slow Food
Foundation for Biodiversity

“Traditional local products are time-travelers bringing a message from
the distant past” (Corrado Barberis).
They contain codes which, when appropriately read, tell us about local
areas, production methods, biodiversity, climates, the food habits and
social customs of generations from long ago. It is a story that can be
easily understood by anyone, because it speaks with the immediacy
of taste. Many traditional local products have managed to survive the
onslaught of standardization brought by modernity through their appeal to immediate sensory stimuli and their ability to evoke positive
familiar sensations. We now have a more discerning attitude towards
traditional food products. They may have decreased significantly in
quantity but they still tenaciously survive. We know that these smallscale “historic” local products are a unique heritage and repository of
extraordinary knowledge. We know that we cannot accept their disappearance just because they sometimes use irregular methods and procedures which do not comply with modern food production rules.
Cathedrals were also built using non-modern techniques. While no
present-day architect would use the old methods if they had to build a
Gothic cathedral, nobody would dream of knocking cathedrals down
because they were built using non-modern rules. What’s more, a cathedral built using modern techniques would no longer be the same,
it would not elicit the same feelings of respect and awe. But when it
comes to traditional local products, they were, and still are, at risk
of being eliminated, since they are accused of no longer meeting the
safety and health requirements of present-day life.
As mentioned, there is greater awareness nowadays and some of the
disastrous decisions to enforce a modern focus on quantity and excessive hygiene are now seen to be overdone and damaging. But it is
nonetheless true that significant numbers of consumers do not have
a positive opinion of these products: they consider them to be oldfashioned, complicated to use, definitely more expensive than super-
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market products, and they do not appeal to young people due to their
pronounced flavors. To some extent they are avoided because they are
a reminder of difficult times, poverty and food shortages. But the main
reason they are not appreciated is because they are not known, in some
cases—particularly among urban dwellers and young people—there is
total ignorance of their existence.
So the first thing to do if we want to defend these products is to carry
out a careful, well-planned inventory. Not a bibliographic catalog of
written and oral records, but a field study, ascertaining how many and
what volumes of traditional products are still produced and identifying
the producers. This is the essential basis for promoting and rediscovering this valuable heritage.
The products should be surveyed and inventoried not as a series of
curiosities or delicacies but as a system. When examined as a system,
we can see the variability due to different geographical situations, and
the extraordinary imagination, born of necessity, shown by our peasant farmer forebears. We can admire the ingenious solutions, spurred
by poverty and hunger, to use everything that nature offered. The results can teach us the rules for a new approach to agriculture—this is
a necessary rather than just a desirable goal, because the disastrous
consequences of intensive agriculture for the environment are evident
to us all.
This book presents an excellent inventory of an ancient food system,
with admirable range and coverage of cultural differences. There is no
better way of appreciating how the small country of Lebanon managed
to assemble such an immense array of foods, creatively and intelligently gathering material from many cultures. It is a resource which
still today ensures that Lebanese cuisine offers extraordinary gastronomic quality.
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Foreword

Anissa Helou

Writer, journalist, broadcaster and
cooking instructor.

Lebanon is an ancient country, settled some three millennia before
Christ. From that time onwards it has produced and traded a variety of
fresh, dried and preserved foodstuffs such as grains, vegetables, pulses
and fruit as well as wine.
Its rich, fertile land, with its strategic position on the eastern shores
of the Mediterranean, made it attractive to a succession of invaders;
and in its long history Lebanon has known only short periods of independence. The Egyptians, Persians, Greeks, Romans, Turks and the
French have all ruled our land and each has left an influence on our
cooking.
Lebanese cuisine is distinguished by its freshness and variety, and one
of the most distinctive aspects of Lebanese dining is mezze: an amazing array of small dishes that includes salads, dips, savoury pastries,
sausages and variety meats, falafel, vegetarian dishes cooked in olive
oil, crudités, pickles, nuts, and so on. Mezze dishes are all served at
the same time for diners to share and enjoy at a leisurely pace.
However, a full mezze is really a restaurant experience. The preparation of so many dishes is too time-consuming for home-cooks. They
will only do it for festive occasions and celebrations. Instead a regular
home meal will consist of a small spread which we call zinet el-tawleh
(decoration of the table) that includes olives, cheese, pickles, crudités,
nuts, laid on the table to make it look inviting and served with a salad
or two, a main course and of course bread, a mainstay at the Lebanese table. Fruit, and not sweets, are what we have for dessert, and
of course Turkish coffee. For those who do not wish to have caffeine,
there is the choice of having white coffee, a fragrant tisane made with
orange blossom water.
Much of the Lebanese repertoire consists of classic dishes, prepared
and served throughout the country. However, despite the country’s tiny
size, our cuisine boasts many specific regional dishes, as well as regional variations on classic dishes, and of course regional foodstuffs.
Which brings me to why this book is such an important addition to the
xvi

existing literature on Lebanese food and cooking.
When I wrote Lebanese Cuisine in the early 1990’s, the civil war was
still raging and I was unable to return home to do any research. As a
result, I concentrated on classic family cooking from the Lebanese
mountains where my mother’s family comes from and I described
various foodstuffs, again relying on my mother’s extensive knowledge of mountain traditions. When the war ended, I returned many
times and travelled around the country searching for dishes and products unique to whatever region I was visiting. I incorporated some of
this research in my book on Mediterranean street food and another on
Mediterranean savoury baking but I had to wait until this book to be
able to consult a volume solely devoted to typical regional Lebanese
specialities.
With its rich research into specific regional products, the regions
where these products are made and the people responsible for making
them, this book offers an essential contribution to our knowledge of
Lebanese cuisine. Zurayk and his team of researchers draw on their
own field experience as well as various published sources to provide a
terrific insight into the countryside from where these specialities originate. They provide a comprehensive description of the specialities
and they paint engaging portraits of the different people involved in
the production of these specialities, producers who are still following
traditional methods and avoiding the lure of maximising profits at the
expense of quality and authenticity.
Most of the specialities described in this book are mainstays of the
Lebanese table and larder; and several have now become global ingredients used by talented (and less talented) chefs all over the world
which makes this book a wonderful culinary asset both for the Lebanese who wish to learn more about their land and culinary traditions
and heritage, and for an international readership wishing to expand
their culinary horizons.
London September 29, 2008
xvii

Introduction
Rami Zurayk

Lebanon’s food culture is determined by its history, its social traditions, its ecology, and its geography. Located at the crossroads of Europe, Africa and Asia, between the desert and the sea, home to both
coastal merchants and nomadic Bedouins, Lebanon has had a tumultuous history. Over the ages, it has been repeatedly invaded and occupied; it has served as a haven for those fleeing war and oppression
or more simply as a destination for settlers and migrants. All those
peoples have blended in and fertilized local culture with their lore and
their habits.
Lebanon’s exceptional location at the nexus of Africa, Asia and Europe, in addition to its singular morphology has contributed to making it a hub of botanic biodiversity. It is one of the nuclear centers of
genetic species of wheat, barley, lentils and vetch, where their cultivation dates back more than 5,000 years. Other agricultural species
originating from Lebanon include olives, figs, grapes, pomegranates
and carob. Foods made from these plants lie at the basis of the local
culinary traditions. The Lebanese mountains also offer the opportunity
for effective transhumance of small ruminants (goats and sheep) that
could graze on the coast or in the Biqa‘ in winter, and migrate to higher altitudes in the summer. This geographic felicity promoted the raising of sheep and goats, especially in areas such as the Anti-Lebanon,
where rainfall is insufficient for productive farming.
Wheat and bread, sheep and goat milk and cheeses, grapes and carob,
are foods that originate from the interaction of history, ecology and
geography. They form the cornerstone of the Lebanese food traditions.
They are the alimentary expression of the landscape.
Travels in the Terroir
In the summer of 2007 I led a group of students from the Faculty of
Agricultural and Food Sciences at the American University of Beirut
on a journey to explore Lebanon’s food heritage. We drew a list of
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the most renowned traditional food products, identified one or more
regions of Lebanon known for each of the products, and one or more
producers in each region. The students then carried out a literature
review on the products, in order to summarize the state of the current
knowledge. They also visited and interviewed the producers. An individual report was prepared for each of the products.
The student team consisted of Sami Abdul Rahman, Khodr Hajj Hassan, Waleed Shaar and Samer Saadeh. Sami Abdul Rahman led the
team and produced all the reports, updating the material where needed.
Deborah Chay, a member of Slow Food New York, volunteered to
manage the project during her visit to Beirut in August 2007. After
her return to the US, Deborah continued to be involved in the project.
She painstakingly edited each inventory report, and checked all the
material for consistency and for coherence. Later, Prof. Imad Toufeili,
Chairperson of the Department of Nutrition and Food Sciences at the
Faculty of Agricultural and Food Sciences of the American University
of Beirut took time from his very busy schedule to thoroughly review
the material and check its scientific and technical content.
The material produced by the team amounted to hundreds of pages
of text. It served as the basis for articles that were published in Slow
Food Magazine.
We decided to publish the material in a book. Tanya Traboulsi joined
the team and traveled again throughout Lebanon during 2008 to take
pictures of the places, products and the producers. The texts were rewritten and Tanya’s photographs provided magnificent illustrations.
We hope you enjoy it.
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`Amsheet is a small coastal village located near Jubayl (Byblos), 28km to the north of Beirut. The origin of the name `Amsheet is said to be the association of two Syriac words: “In”
meaning “water source and “Mshita” meaning “washing”. With
time, “In Mshita” became `Amsheet. To visit `Amsheet, take
the North-bound highway towards Tripoli and then take one of
the 3 `Amsheet exits at around 24Km from Beirut. A winding
road will take you towards the east to the heart of the village,
140 meters above sea level, surrounded by citrus orchards.
`Amsheet is known for its traditional houses built by wealthy
silk merchants in the 19th century. There are currently 80 protected houses in the village. Other places to visit include the
church of St. George and chapel of St. Sophia which were
both built using stones of a historic roman temple itself built
over ancient Phoenician tombs in the village. Also worth visiting is the Zakhia Toubia residence, where the French writer
Ernest Renan lived between 1860 and 1861.
`Amsheet has expanded in the past few decades and has become urbanized, especially in the area extending between the
Northern highway and the seashore. This is where the famous
rocky beaches bathing in crystal clear water can be found.
To go to the sea side (and to the bakery where the famous
mwarraqa is made), make a left hand turn under the highway
and drive west for a few hundred meters. Follow the signs to
the famous `Amsheet camping site and follow the signs to the
Sabaya Bakery.
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Definitions
and traditions

Mwarraqa is a sweet filo-type pastry with a dry, semi-sweet filling of walnuts
and almonds flavored with rose water, sugar and orange blossom water. The
name mwarraqa comes from the Arabic word waraq which means paper, and
refers to the paper-thin layers of the mwarraqa dough.
Mwarraqa appears to be a Lebanese innovation on a simple pastry which
originally consisted of thin layers of dough brushed with ghee and baked (al
Ghazi, 2001). Over the years, and with the introduction of refined sugar to
the Middle East, the ghee was sweetened and the pastry became a dessert.
Mwarraqa, which includes the addition of a filling of crushed walnuts soaked
in rose water and orange blossom water, may be an adaptation of this basic
recipe. It is an unusual product: Only one of the old cookbooks consulted
describes a recipe similar to mwarraqa, a dessert of Syrian-Lebanese origin
called al rouqaq (al Ghazi, 2001). Mwarraqa dough is also the basis of killaj,
a dessert consisting of thin pastry filled with a milk and corn flour mixture,
produced during the Muslim holy month of Ramadan.
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The mwarraqa dough is made from refined fine white flour, water, salt, and
commercial dry yeast, in the following proportions:

Ingredients,
characteristics
and techniques

6kg flour
2 liters water
4 tablespoons salt
1 teaspoon yeast
The ingredients are mixed well in an electric mixer. The dough is left to rise
for 4-5 hours at ambient temperature, and then rolled into long cylinders.
Balls of about 10cm are cut from the cylinder and run through a rolling machine several times until the final thickness of the circular dough is 3-4mm.
The filling is prepared by combining equal amounts of walnuts, almonds, and
sugar moistened with equal parts of rose water and orange blossom water
sufficient to hold the mixture together.
Vegetable shortening and the filling are spread over the dough, which is then
pierced in its center, and rolled outward in order to produce one continuous
cylinder. The circular cylinder filled with dough is then shaped into a double
spiral and baked in a gas oven at medium heat for 5-6 minutes. The final
product is light brown, nearly 25cm in diameter and shaped like a coil or
snail. It will retain its crispness for 4-5 days in a sealed container.
The method of rolling the dough from the center outward is specific to mwarraqa. The traditional Lebanese bread, marquq (handkerchief bread) is baked
on a saj which is a concave metallic surface resembling an inverted Chinese wok, heated by a fire on the underside (the convex side). This was the
original method for baking mwarraqa, and in order to prevent the filling from
spilling down the sides of the saj during baking, the loaf of mwarraqa dough
was slit in the center and rolled outward to create a continuous sealed roll
of pastry, giving it its distinctive shape. Although nowadays the mwarraqa is
baked in a flat oven, it is still prepared according to this traditional method.
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The most famous producers of mwarraqa in `Amsheet (and in Lebanon) are
the four Zughaib sisters who run a family bakery in `Amsheet. The Zughaib
sisters opened their bakery, Furn as-Sabaya, (the Young Ladies’ Bakery)
specifically to produce traditional baked goods which were no longer available in retail stores. The bakery produces both sweet and savory dishes
including manaqeesh (thyme pies), lahm bi ajeen (Armenian meat pies)
and fatayer (spinach pies). The sisters developed their mwarraqa from their
mother’s recipe, which called for a filling consisting only of sugar aromatized
with rose water and orange blossom water. The Zoughaib sisters’ recipe
includes a filling of walnuts and almonds, and is similar to that of the more
commonly found walnut crescent pies, qatayef. In the region of `Amsheet,
mwaraka is also known as `Amsheet baklawa, in reference to the baklawas
pastries.
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Rahbeh is one of the larger villages of `Akkar, the “forgotten district” of Lebanon. Located at the northern border of
Lebanon, `Akkar is probably the poorest region of the country. Many of its inhabitants still live from traditional farming, or
from the remittances sent by those who have emigrated to the
Americas or to Australia.
Rahbe is located 132km north of Beirut, and can be reached
by taking the north-bound highway to Tripoli and continuing
northward towards el `Abdeh where you take a right towards
Halba, after which you take another right and drive for around
25km. Rahbeh sits comfortably between 4 hills, at 600m altitude above sea level.
Located at the junction of several geological formation, Rahbe
is rich in water, which flows from hundreds of springs fed by
the melting snows of Mount Lebanon. Its soils are varied, and
range from the whitish marls to the deeply red terra rossa. Its
landscape is one of olive terraces, solitary carob trees, oak
coppice and pastures. This has facilitated the expansion of
dairy production, especially the various kinds of cheeses typical to `Akkar, such as shankleesh. An artisanal product, made
by local people for their own consumption and sometimes for
limited trading, shankleesh is often more than a food product:
it is a family secret.
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Definitions
and traditions

Shankleesh (or Shanklish) is a yoghurt-based cheese. It is the only mold
ripened cheese native to the Middle East. It is believed to have originated
among the Kurdish al Zankieen tribes (al Ghazi, 2001).
According to al Ghazi (2001), ‘shankleesh’ is a compound word derived from
the Kurdish ‘shan’, denoting a small terracotta pot; and ‘qareesh’, a Bedouin
term for fermented milk. So the original name, ‘shan qareesh’, referred to a
type of cheese made from milk in a small terracotta pot. Today, shankleesh
is produced mainly in Lebanon and Syria, especially in the area in northern
Lebanon around `Akkar and its neighboring Syrian border town of Tartous.
Shankleesh is sometimes consumed unfermented and was called ‘surkah’
on the Lebanese and Syrian Coast.

Ingredients,
characteristics
and techniques

Shankleesh is essentially yoghurt whey which is shaped into smooth balls
by hand, then either ripened for a few days and consumed (green shankleesh); or aged for up to 16 weeks, traditionally in clay jars called baresh.
As it ages, the cheese is colonized by yeasts and moulds including Debaryomyces hanseni and Penicillum. It is the development of this micro-flora that
gives shankleesh its distinctive taste, and increases its shelf life while inhibiting pathogenic organisms that might otherwise contaminate the product
(Robinson, 1988). Salt, added during the production phase, also decreases
the moisture content and contributes to the cheese’s preservation and resistance to bacteria. This was especially important in times where refrigeration
was not available.
Different types of milk (cow, sheep and goat) can be used to make shankleesh, with corresponding variations in the taste of the final product. Most
varieties of shankleesh are described as “moderately pungent, and somewhat musty, with a perceptible bitter note. The cheese is moderately cohesive, with a hard, dry texture” (Artinian, 1993). Shankleesh is low in fat
(5.6%) and high in protein (35%) (Dagher, 1991).
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Shankleesh is generally produced as follows:

The production
cycle

• Yoghurt is churned, yielding a product called khad, in which the fat is
separated into layers of ghee, and a protein-rich fluid called the shanin
(coagulum, or whey);
• The shanin is heated until white lumps starts to appear. The product is
stirred over the flame until all the lumps settle to the bottom of the pot;
• The pot is taken off the fire and strained, leaving a solid curd called qareesh al-laban;
• The qareesh is placed in a linen bag which is hung and left to strain for
24 hours;
• The dry qareesh is mixed and thoroughly kneaded with salt, at a ratio of
2.5kg qareesh to 200 grams of salt. A bit of red pepper may also be added
for flavoring;
• The resulting mixture is formed into balls (tennis ball size) and left in the
sun for 3 days. If they crack due to intense heat they are reformed and left
in the sun for 2 more days;
• The balls are then placed in clay pots and sealed;
• After a month, the salted qareesh balls will have matured and developed
a cottony mould surface. They are rinsed under running water, and rolled in
an aromatic blend of dried, powdered thyme and sometimes other herbs.
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The production
cycle

As shankleesh ripens, it undergoes some characteristic changes:
• Week 1-2: green and white mold colonies start to appear;
• Week 3: yellow and black patches start to appear;
• Week 3-4: the white and green molds take over the surface and form a
thicker coating all over the shankleesh ball (Artinian, 1993).
Ripening for more than 10 weeks will give the product an excessive moldy
and bitter flavor, but excessively ripened shankleesh is appreciated by some
connoisseurs. Ripening is arrested by scraping the mold off the shankleesh
to obtain a white cheese which can then be consumed. Alternatively (and
more typically) it can be dipped in thyme and dried, or immersed in olive oil.
Both these treatments will prolong the shelf life of the shankleesh.
Consumed with olive oil or butter, shankleesh was the traditional farmers’
breakfast in many parts of rural Lebanon, especially in the North. Today,
shankleesh is mainly consumed as part of the Lebanese mezze, crumbled
and mixed with minced onions, tomatoes and green peppers, and smothered
with olive oil to be eaten with bread. This is a more contemporary way of
eating shankleesh, practiced mostly by urban people who find it too strong
to be consumed alone.
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Shankleesh is a specialty of the region of `Akkar, in North
Lebanon where it is an artisanal product, made by local
people for their own consumption and sometimes for limited trading. Each producer has his or her own production
technique, which is often a family secret. Mrs. Wadad al
Baye`, from the little village of Rahbeh in`Akkar, is one
of the best known shankleesh makers. Besides being
renowned for the quality of her product, Wadad is also
famous for her passion for shankleesh, which she makes
all year round using the following general recipe:
• The fresh milk is boiled in copper pots. (Wadad uses
only fresh milk from grass-fed, pastured cows. According
to her, shankleesh made from cows fed on feed concentrate, sheeps’ or goats’ milk tastes bad, while balls
molded from powdered milk will not hold);
• It is then left to cool and a yogurt starter (rawbeh) is
added to the mixture to form yogurt;
• The yoghurt is churned to separate the ghee from the
whey;
• The whey is heated until it coagulates, forming qareesh.
It is then left to cool for 6 hours;
• Salt is then added and mixed very well before being
strained again overnight. The drier the cheese, the longer it will last;
• The balls are formed by hand and placed in the sun to
dry for 2 days. Then they are stored in an airtight container to ripen. After one month, the mold is rinsed off the
cheese balls which are then rolled in thyme and ready to
be consumed.
Using this method, Wadad produces 500 balls of shankleesh every week, which she sells to local people and
nationwide to wholesalers who travel to her modest Rahbeh home especially to purchase her exemplary shankleesh.
31
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Ehden is one of the main tourist destinations of Lebanon. Located in the north of the country, 90km from Beirut and at
1,500m elevation above sea level, Ehden is home to one of
the 3 oldest nature reserves of Lebanon, Horsh Ehden. The
reserve covers 1,000 hectares of land, 350 of which are currently forested. It is extremely rich in biodiversity and is recognized as the southernmost limit of the cilica fir tree (Abies
cilicica) in the Northern hemisphere. To reach Ehden, follow
the north-bound highway and then take the first major exit
after the Chekka tunnel. Follow the road through Amioun, and
follow the road signs to Ehden.
The town is famous for its water cascades, a product of a complex geology coupled with snowmelt from the karst of the summit. People have been quick to exploit this wealth and many
restaurants are now open to customers around the springs.
Few people know, however, that one of the most attractive
features of Ehden is its “jurd”, the vast, almost treeless zone
of wilderness that extends from the region above the reserve,
all the way to the summit of Lebanon, at 3,000maltitude. This
area is dominated by the yellowish mountain soils, supporting
a sparse vegetation grazed in the summer by large flocks of
goats and sheep that transhume from the valleys. This is the
area where darfieh, one of the oldest cheeses of the mountain, is still produced.
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Definitions
and traditions

Darfieh is a goats’ milk cheese fermented in a goatskin pouch (or darf). It
is typically produced by pastoralist goat herders, and is traditionally sold at
butchers’ shops where it is displayed next to the meat.
Like yoghourt, darfieh probably originated as an accidental by-product of
milk stored in containers harboring certain micro-flora. According to al Ghazi
(2001), it was the nomadic Bedouin clans who inhabited the Badia (the Arabian Desert) who found that flexible, non-breakable vessels made of animal
skins were most convenient for storing yogurt and milk during their travels
by camel and horse. Over time, the porous skins allowed the excess whey
and salt of the liquid yoghurt to evaporate, resulting in a yogurt (concentrated milk) with high total solids. Some Bedouins later began to add rennet
(majban in Arabic) to the goats’ milk when put in the darif, and the resulting
product was darfieh cheese. This type of cheese constituted an important
component of the Lebanese winter food reserve or mouneh, especially in
villages where goats were herded and the winter weather was very harsh.
Darfieh may soon be making a comeback. Thanks to the joint efforts of the
Renee Moawad Foundation and of Slow Food in Lebanon and Italy in October 2005, darfieh was adopted as a Slow Food Presidium (an endangered
food that is being commercially produced).
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The preparation of the goat’s skin itself is central to the production method.
After slaughtering the goat from its neck, only one of its front legs is slit open
(the usual slaughter procedure calls for both legs to be slit). The goat’s skin
is peeled back from that opening of the leg to remove the carcass inside.
Once this is done, the producer cuts off the bottom sections of the leg’s skin
and its neck, shaves the area, and then ties knots in the legs and sews shut
all openings (which are the neck, the one large slit leg, and the 3 bottom leg
openings as well as the rear opening). The reason for slitting only one leg is
to conserve the holding capacity of the darif, as each leg opening will cause
a capacity loss of around one fourth of the skin’s volume, so if 2 openings are
made, half the skin’s capacity is lost.

Ingredients,
characteristics
and techniques

The goatskin is then totally filled with coarse salt and placed in a sealed container for one week. The skin is then emptied, turned inside out, and placed
in the sun to dry. The salt is scraped off, along with any built-up scum.
Only Lebanese mountain goats (baladi) skins can be used for darfieh production, because their pores release water at a rate conducive to the aging
process. French goat skins for example tend to release a lot of water too
quickly thus preventing the cheese from ripening to the desired level.
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Ingredients,
characteristics
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Today, there are only a few small producers of darfieh in Lebanon. Many
people are afraid to consume darfieh on the presumption that the traditional
method of fermentation and ripening is unsanitary. Many villagers have resorted to producing different types of dairy products such as sirdaleh and
ambarees using terracotta pots, to avoid this hygiene problem (Sanders,
1969).
Mouzawak (2006) describes the production process as follows:
• “The goat milk is filtered and left to rest for a minimum of 24 hours;
• Rennet is added and milk is allowed to solidify at 30-35oC;
• The resulting curds are broken into pieces by hand and then mashed
together to form a big chunk which is salted and dried in the sun;
• It is then broken another time with a knife into smaller pieces and left to sit
for 12 hours, allowing all excess whey to be released;
• The whey residue is warmed and allowed to coagulate forming arichi,
which is a cheese similar to ricotta;
• The legs of the goatskin are tied and sealed with cord leaving only the
neck open, and the cheese balls and the arichi are placed inside in alternating layers;
• The neck is sealed;
• The stuffed skin is placed in a humid cave for a period ranging between
one month to 6 months.”
The goatskin can only be used once as the process clogs the pores. The
goat should be shaved only partially around the openings, since the hairs
keep the pores open. The filled darif must be placed in a well-ventilated cave
rather than in a refrigerated environment which would cause the whey and
salt mixture inside to solidify instead of being excreted.
Darfieh production usually takes place in late summer due to the availability
of goats’ milk. Production is usually an activity that involves the whole family.
The father slaughters the goat, which the children had tended in the mountains, and the mother produces the cheese.
A product similar to darfieh cheese is found in Syria, where the goat’s skin
is filled with raw goats’ milk and salt and mixed until it coagulates to form a
thick yoghurt (Sanders, 1969).
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Youssef al Doueihi is a goat owner, as were his father and his ancestors before him. In the spring and summer, his 500 goats roam freely on the summit
lands of Ehden at altitudes exceeding 2,200m. He produces a darfieh that
is acknowledged by many of his peers as being one of the finest. It is white,
solid and crumbles when cut: these are the marks of a good darfieh. He
makes it in late summer, when the temperature has cooled down and goats’
milk is still available.
Al Doueihi follows a method that is generally similar to that described above.
After milking the goats at 2am in order to benefit from the coolness of the
night to preserve the milk, raw milk is salted and rennet is added. White
goat cheese (the ‘primary cheese’) will form in about an hour as the whey
separates. It is pressed to remove excess whey, cut into square blocks, and
hand molded into blocks. The whey is then boiled in copper pots over an
open fire. One cup of milk is added to the whey, triggering the formation of
qareesh, whey cheese; which is then salted. The goat’s skin (darf) is opened
from the neck and 4-5 blocks of primary cheese are placed within it in layers,
followed by a handful (around a cup) of qareesh. Once the skin is filled, the
neck opening is sealed and bound with a string.
The darf is placed in a well ventilated cool
grotto on a flat surface and is not hung. Every
couple of days the darf is flipped to the opposite side to ensure the even release of liquid
and to promote the mixing of the solid with the
salt. Some of the salt and liquid whey mixture starts seeping out of the skin. After 12-4
weeks, depending on the level of maturation
required, the cheese is removed from the skin
and put in air tight containers.
Youssef produces darfieh in 30 to 40 goat
skins per year, each with a capacity of 50 kilos, for a total of 1,500 to 2,000kg. They are all
sold locally, and may be sampled at one of the
many shops and restaurants of Ehden.
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North of Ba`albak, 110km from Beirut, is the town of Labweh,
where the `Assi (or Orontes) river begins. While all other rivers
in Lebanon flow toward the south, the `Assi, (Arabic for disobedient) flows toward the north, crosses Syria and meets the
sea in Southern Turkey. Thanks to its location at the source
of the `Assi, Labweh, the village named after the mythological
lions (a labweh is a lioness) that roamed the region, is a large
oasis of greenery in an otherwise parched landscape. It is a
small town, with many amenities such as restaurants, banks
and small supermarkets. It is also an important agricultural
center, with irrigated plains of wheat and other grains, and
terraces of cherries and apricots. The surrounding hills are
grazed by the multitude of goats and sheep which also come
to feed on the crop residues.
To reach Labweh, take the Damascus road to Chtaura, and
then the Ba`albak road. Cross Ba`albak and keep going north
for a further 30km. You will recognize Labweh immediately, a
small oasis of green in a dry landscape.
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Kishk is a preserved dairy product made from burghul (ground parboiled
wheat) mixed with yoghurt (laban), then sun-dried and ground into a powder.
al Ghazi(2001) reports that kishk was known in the 10th century in Syria,
Lebanon and Palestine and was called kishk chami since that entire area
was historically called Bilad al Cham.
Sallenave (1994) describes kishk as a mixture of cracked wheat or cracked
barley mixed with yoghurt. However, in Lebanon, kishk is made exclusively
of wheat burghul (not barley) combined with yoghurt and/or labneh or exceptionally with milk. It is usually produced at the end of summer after the wheat
harvest, when burghul production has taken place, and the sun is strong
enough to dry the product. In Lebanon, the end of summer is also the time of
preparation of the winter food stores, or mouneh.
Davidson (1999) distinguishes between 2 types of kishk that were first documented in the 13th century. They are:
• Kishk al khameer or fermented kishk, which originated in Hawran in southern Syria, where it constituted the staple food of poor farmers. It consists
of burghul fermented in water and later dried in the sun and ground into
powder;
• Kishk al laban or yoghurt kishk, made by mixing burghul with yoghurt. It
is believed that this type was developed after the water fermented kishk
by fermenting burghul in yoghurt, thereby producing a richer taste. It was
favored by wealthier consumers.
The ancient Arab historian Al Zinni is reported to have stated that kishk was
consumed by all classes, however it was combined with walnuts, almonds
and pine seeds by those who could afford those luxuries (al Ghazi, 2001).
Kanafani-Zahar (1994) has extensively documented the traditional production of kishk in villages of the Biqa`. The information she presents is crucial to
anyone wanting to understand the details of kishk production, and its place in
the lives of the rural people of the Biqa`.
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Goats’, cows’ or sheep’s milk can be used for making kishk. Commercial
kishk is usually made with cows’ milk, while goats’ milk, which has a strong
and pungent taste, is considered a local specialty of Ba`albak, in the Biqa`
region.

Ingredients,
characteristics
and techniques

The burghul used in kishk making must be coarse, soft, and white (huskless). It is made especially for kishk.
The production methods for kishk vary by region, and sometimes within regions. The taste of the product varies too, ranging from mild to very strong.
Davidson (1999) summarizes the production of kishk as follows:
• Burghul is mixed with yoghurt and spread onto a wide pan and left to rest
for several days;
• As the burghul starts absorbing the yoghurt, it is rubbed in the palms of the
hands every morning in order to keep it loose and improve absorption;
• Eventually all the yoghurt is absorbed and the kishk particles start to form.
This is called green kishk. The product is left to dry in the sun;
• A final rubbing takes place which will crush the particles into a fine powder
which is stored in jars and cloth bags to be consumed in the winter season
as part of the mouneh.
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characteristics
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Green kishk can be consumed fresh and can be preserved in jars with olive
oil. Green kishk is usually mixed with walnuts, onions, parsley, salt and garlic
and eaten with bread. Dried kishk needs to be reconstituted in water before
consumption.
Choueri (2002) refers to a slightly different production technique in which 1
portion of burghul is used for every 8 portions of salted yoghurt.
• “1 portion of burghul is mixed initially with 2 portions of yoghurt and covered for 24 hours;
• The 6 remaining parts of yoghurt are strained in a cloth bag to make labneh. When done, the labneh is split in 3 portions;
• Each portion of labneh is mixed and rubbed in with the initial burghulyoghurt mixture over a period of 3 days;
• It is then left to ferment for a week;
• It is then spread in lumps and put in the sun to dry;
• It is then finely ground and packed.”
Dagher (1991) elaborates a further variant on the processing method:
• “Two parts of fermented milk are added to one part of burghul and mixed
thoroughly with 3% salt per total weight;
• The mixture is left to ferment in a warm place for 24 hours;
• It is then shaped into balls and left to further ferment and cure in the sun
for about a week;
• It is then finely ground and stored in cloth bags.”
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Zaynab Ballouti is a small kishk producer in Labweh. She makes kishk in
August and September when the milk is plentiful and the winter is near. She
uses cows’ milk from her neighbors’ animals, and prefers it to that of goats
and sheep, which produce a pungent kishk. She shared her method of producing kishk, which she had learned from her own mother:
• Burghul (cracked wheat) is washed inside a large pot and placed in the
sun for 2-3 hours;
• Yoghourt is obtained from cows’ milk (5kg of yoghurt for every 1kg of burghul), and left for a day to turn sour;
• Yoghurt is added at a ratio of 1kg of burghul to 1kg of yoghurt and salt. It
is mixed and left to rest for 24 hours. Salt is used at a 6% weight ratio, but
is added incrementally over the period of manufacture;
• The remaining yoghurt is strained to yield labneh;
• After the 24 hours have elapsed, the product is mixed with the labneh;
• The product is left to ferment and mixed by hand twice a day for the first 3
days and then once a day for 3 more days;
• The resulting product is called kishk akhdar or green kishk. It can be consumed as such or conserved by rolling it into
small balls and immersing it into olive oil. It is
usually further processed by forming into fist
sized balls, spreading it on linen cloth and leaving it to dry in the sun, usually on roof tops for at
least 3 days;
• The resulting dry product is taken to the mill
and powdered, sieved and stored.
Ballouti purchases her burghul from local producers. The burghul used for kishk production is not
the normal brown type purchased in the markets,
but a white, extra coarse burghul, which is specifically made for the production of kishk. Ballouti produces around 100kg of delicious kishk per
year, exclusively to family, friends and a few lucky
people in Labweh.
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Ba`albak is one of the oldest cities of Lebanon, and a UNESCO
World Heritage site. It is famous for its temple, which dates to
Sumerian times and was dedicated to the sun god. Located in
the north east of Lebanon at an altitude of 1,170m above sea
level, Ba`albak is the capital of the Northern Biqa`.
Ba`albak is 80km away from Beirut, and can be reached by
taking the Damascus highway through Chtaura, to the city
of Zahleh in the Biqa` and then heading north for a further
40km at the el Ma`alaqa roundabout. The city’s name is said
to originate from the Sumerian ‘b el’ meaning god and ‘beqa’
in reference to the Biqa` valley. Thus, Ba`albak is named after
the god of the Biqa`.
The main attraction of Ba`albak is undoubtedly the Roman
temples and its famous colonnades under which the Ba`albak
Festival is held every summer. This temple may have been
originally built as a place of worship and sacrifice by pre-Roman civilizations, but it took its current shape during Roman
times. It became an Islamic fort under the Umayyads and was
then passed on to the different Islamic dynasties that ruled
the area. Ba`albak’s historic importance was due to its central
location in the fertile Biqa` valley, a major agricultural region
where fruit trees and cereals have been extensively grown
since the dawn of settled agriculture.
Today Ba`albak has become a large urban center where
people come from all over the region to trade their products.
From the foothills of the Anti Lebanon range, right above the
town, flow the Ras el `Ayn springs, which eventually feed into
the Litani river. Orchards grow on the slopes, while herds of
sheep and goats graze the sparse vegetation of the hills.
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Tannur (or tannour) bread is common in North Africa and the Middle East,
from Morocco to Iran, where it is locally known as taftun (Dagher, 1991).
Its name and distinctive characteristics are derived from the earthen oven,
or tannur, in which it is baked. A traditional tannur is essentially a pit in the
ground, with a typical surface diameter of around 1 meter, and sides sloping
to a depth of around 1.5 metres, culminating in a curved, cone shaped tip. It
is thought that Babylonian tribes (in modern-day Iraq) first developed the tannur. Later, tribes in Persia adopted this technology and the resulting bread
as their own and spread it throughout the known world. The tannur is similar
to the tandoor of India in which various tandoori breads are baked (eg, naan,
paratha, kulcha).
Originally, the tannur was a simple fire pit cut from sheer stone in the earth
and plastered with soil or mud. The purpose of this tannur was not to bake,
but simply to maintain a fire and keep its flames from being extinguished
(Quail, 1996). The tribes that built these pits realized that their hot walls
could serve another purpose, and started applying pastry dough with a low
water content that would stick to the surface.
As the tannur’s baking function became increasingly important, the soil or mud interiors
were replaced with a more conducive lining of
pottery clay (Quail, 1996).
Over time, a transient and increasingly urban
population adapted and reinvented the tannur as an above-ground, barrel-like oven that
could be set up anywhere. Qarooni (1996) reports that during the 9th century it was common to put tannurs on rooftops so the smoke
of the oven would not reach the rooms below;
but since most buildings were made of wood,
sticks and clay, this practice resulted in many
house fires and was therefore halted.
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It is the tannur baking which gives tannur bread its characteristic traits and
taste, along with its (typically pine) wood fire, which blisters the bread’s surface and imparts its distinctive flavor and fragrance (al Ghazi, 2001).

Ingredients,
characteristics
and techniques

Today, tannur bread is prepared by mixing flour and water at a ratio of 1:0.55
and adding yeast (1.2g/kg flour), salt (13g/kg flour) and sodium bicarbonate (3g/kg flour). The ingredients are kneaded for 15 minutes during which
minimal fermentation occurs (Dagher, 1991). The dough is rolled into balls,
patted and stretched, and laid on a special circular pillow, which the baker
uses to slam the dough on the oven wall without incurring burns. After 30-60
seconds at 400-500oC, the loaf is removed from the hot oven with tongs.
Standard tannur loaves range from 25-30cm in diameter; loaves of 50-60cm
diameters are baked on special occasions and are considered a luxury since
they reflect the presence of a larger pit oven and indicate the higher social
rank of the family offering this bread variety (al Ghazi, 2001).
Today, production in Lebanon is limited to certain villages in the Biqa` Valley
to the north of Beirut, and to some villages in the south. It is currently considered a specialty product and is no longer consumed daily.
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Some households in Ba`albak have tannur pit ovens dating back at least 100 years, but most of
these are today unused as people prefer to buy
their bread from small artisans. There are at least 4
small scale commercial producers of tannur bread
in Ba`albak. One of these is owned and operated
by Omar Ahmad Solh and his family. His shop is located in Sahat Abdel Nasser, in the center of town.
Solh’s tannur bread is circular and flat, of an approximate diameter of 40-45cm. It is brown on the
bottom, where the dough comes in contact with the
oven wall, and white or ivory to light brown on the
other side where bubbles of steam push the dough
out during baking. It is baked every day. The wood
fire (typically pine) is lit at 4:45am and left to heat
the pit for 15 minutes. Baking starts at 5:00am and
continues until just after noon.
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The ingredients used in Solh’s bread are:
• Wheat flour : 1kg (commercial grade, milled from imported wheat, usually
from Australia or Canada)
• Water: 560 grams
• Salt: 20 grams
• Yeast: 10 grams (dry, commercial grade)
The dough is mixed in a mechanical mixer, where all the ingredients are
combined and kneaded for 10-15 minutes. It is then placed in a bowl sprinkled with flour and covered with a damp towel. It is left to rest for 3 hours at
ambient room temperature. At this point, it is mechanically shaped into balls,
which are left to rest for a further 10 minutes on wooden boards sprinkled
with flour. After this resting period, they are flattened by hand into thin circular
loaves, placed on a round pillow and then slammed onto the oven’s wall to
stick and bake for 15-20 seconds. The finished product keeps for 4 days
outside the refrigerator and up to 10 days under refrigeration.
Solh’s daily production is 100kg of dough, which yields 1,000 loaves – around
350,000 loaves per year. It is mostly sold locally, to individuals, restaurants
and large retailers.
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Few Lebanese know of the village of Ham in the Anti Lebanon
mountain range, and even fewer have ever visited it. Although
it is only 92km from Beirut, the difficulty of the access roads,
which are mostly sinuous, mountainous and narrow, makes
traversing that distance a journey of at least two and a half
hours. If you look closely at a map of Lebanon, you will see
that Ham is very close to Syria. In fact, for the longest time
this little Lebanese village was only accessible through Syria.
Eventually, the Lebanese government opened a mountain
road from Ba`albak, which people only used in case of force
majeure due to the frequent robberies that occurred on it. Recently, the local people themselves opened a much shorter
road linking their village to the west to Khraybeh, Al Khodor
and Sifri. The road does not appear on the touristic maps of
the country, but it is much shorter and safer. Getting to Ham
has now become easier: Take the Damascus road out of Beirut, exit towards Ba`albak and take the first road to the east
after the American University of Beirut’s farm (Hwash Sneid)
roundabout. Then drive straight to Ham.
According to local history, Ham was first established 800-900
years ago as a large wheat farm. Its brown, clay-rich soils
are especially suitable for growing wheat. Up until the 1970s,
more than 75% of the cultivable land was planted with salamouni (also known locally as breiji) wheat. That percentage has
since declined to a mere 25%.
Thanks to its high elevation (nearly 1,500m above sea level)
and associated weather conditions, the people of Ham are
snowed-in for a good part of the winter, and mouneh, (the
winter reserves), which includes burghul and kishik, is essential for survival. The high altitude and the cold winters of the
region also mean that the planting seasons are delayed.
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Situated along the eastern coast of the Mediterranean, Lebanon is the genetic home of various species of wheat, barley, lentils and vetch. Salamouni
wheat (Triticum aestivum L. var. Salamouni) is one of Lebanon’s most important land races. Its history and cultivation is centered in the Biqa`, where
the original, mother race of salamouni still grows wild in the regions of Ham,
Aarsal and Nabha (Tadessem, 2006). Little has been written about the history of salamouni cultivation in Lebanon, but it is believed to date back more
than 5,000 years (Pomeranz, 1989). Salamouni wheat is the raw material for
local staple foods such as bread, freekeh, and burghul.

Salamouni has tower shaped ears consisting of several levels called spikelets, where each level has 2-5 flowers, most of which will develop into grains
(Pomeranz, 1989). Salamouni comes in two sub-varieties: white (the most
common) and red.

Characteristics

White salamouni is a soft, low yielding variety planted under rainfed conditions. It responds poorly to fertilization. In spite of its shortcomings, it is still
cultivated locally because in the opinion of local farmers, especially in the
Biqa`, it is the best wheat for burghul and kishik production (Jeha, 1993).
This characteristic has been demonstrated by research: Olabi’s (1997) comparative study on selected wheat accessions demonstrated that salamouni,
among others, possessed superior processing qualities for the preparation
of traditional dishes utilizing burghul as their main ingredient.
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Rifaat Hussein Mrad, a wheat farmer in Ham, plants the local salamouni
wheat at the end of winter, in February and March, and harvests it in August
and September, whereas the norm for wheat in Lebanon is to plant from
September to December and harvest from June to August. Mrad does not
use synthetic fertilizers, but he adds animal manure every year to enrich the
soil. Nor does he use pesticides, but he saves his seeds from year to year
and before planting, coats them with copper sulfate, a naturally occurring
product, in order to reduce the risk of fungal infections. Harvesting is carried
out manually, with the sickle, as local people are too poor to afford mechanical harvesters. After threshing, the grain is packed into 50kg bags to await
further processing into flour or burghul. Rifaat Hussein Mrad produces 4 tons
of salamouni wheat every year. Some is saved for home consumption, and
the rest is sold either as burghul or as grain on the local market, to buyers
who seek out him at home in Ham.
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Qsarnaba is a small village of the central Biqa`, not far from
Ba`albak. Situated 75km from Beirut, it is most easily reached
via the Damascus road from Beirut, then the Zahleh crossroad
in Chtaura, and then taking a left at the El Maalaqa roundabout
and heading toward the old Riyak airport. The village stands
1,200m above sea level in the foothills of the eastern slopes
of Mount Lebanon, and dominates the agricultural plain that
extends towards the southeast.
The village lands span between the plain at 950m above sea
level, to the highlands at 1,500m. Field crops occupy the flat
lands of the plain, where wheat, barley and rain legumes are
planted in rotation on the deep brown soils typical of the Biqa`.
On the highlands, flocks of goats graze the grasslands rich in
thorny and aromatic plants. On the middle elevations, around
the village, vineyards and rose fields grow on stone walled
terraces.
Like many locations in the Biqa`, Qsarnaba is rich in archeological ruins: it is home to a fort dating back to Roman times,
and a temple with a small colonnade, known for its pristine
staircase and the pilasters along the external walls. The name
of the village is said is to be derived from ‘qsar nabu’ which
means the statue of a god and is though to be of Phoenician
origin. But for connoisseurs, Qsarnaba is simply the home of
the best mawared in the country.
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Mawared (ma’wared) or rose water, is a distillate produced exclusively from
the petals of the Damascus rose, (Rosa Damascena), which is grown in Lebanon, Syria, Jordan and Palestine. Although alcohol and oil based scents
have been extracted from roses dating at least as far back as the times of
the Pharoahs, it was not until Jabir ibn Hayyan invented the alembic in the
early Islamic era, that extraction through distillation—a signature property of
mawared— became possible.
Today, mawared is used primarily as a flavoring for sherbets and Arabic desserts such as baklawa and ma`amoul. It has a role in folk remedies, too. Traditional Arab medicine prescribes bathing or covering the skin in mawared
in cases of sunburn or other burns. Mawared is found to be cooling and
soothing and is purported to rejuvenate the skin, allowing the injured area to
heal faster. Mawared is also used for religious purposes. It is sprinkled inside
mosques, and mawared mixed with zamzam holy water is used to clean the
Kaaba in the Muslim holy city of Mecca (al Ghazi, 2001).
Roses were first cultivated in Lebanon as hedges or barriers around agricultural lands to prevent livestock from entering and destroying crops. This
practice predated widespread recognition of the commercial potential of
roses for fragrance. It was only 300 years ago that mawared was first distilled for personal consumption (Moody, 1992). Since then, production has
increased and continues to play a growing role in trade with other regions of
the world. Under the Ottoman Empire, mawared eventually spread to the far
corners of Asia, Europe and Africa.
In Lebanon, the production of mawared is still limited, and is mainly undertaken by people who consider it an off-season, secondary activity. The Damascus rose blooms in May and June, and production of mawared peaks
during these two months. (The rosebush itself lives for many years and is
easily maintained with occasional clipping and fertilizing). A few producers
are dedicated to mawared but that is not the general trend in the country
because the price of mawared is considerably less than that of mazaher
(Feghali, 2002).
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Currently, the fragrance industry maintains a high demand for the first thick
oil distillate of mawared. Steam distillation produces a more delicate and
fragrant oil and flavor than water distillation. In recent years, commercial
producers have started marketing other floral distillates as ‘mawared’, and,
unfortunately, the use of artificial essences has also become widespread.
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Mawared is produced as follows:
• The roses are picked from the rose bushes and taken to a shaded place
where they are packed in bags or containers and transported to the distillation plant;
• There, the roses are cut from their stems leaving only the petals and the
small green stalk holding them together;
• These are put in an alembic just large enough to accommodate the roses
and the water at a ratio of 3 parts water to 1 part roses;
• The mixture is heated on a medium flame until the distillate appears;
• The process continues until it yields a distillate with a volume equal to that
of the roses.
The end product is a transparent liquid, void of all foreign bodies. Good quality rosewater has a thin film of oil on the top. At first, the odor of the product
is not very strong, but when closed and allowed to mature and settle over a
3-4 week period, it will become increasingly fragrant. The peak fragrance is
reached after a one year period, but the fragrance can continue to improve
over an even longer period if it is stored properly.
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Ali Dirani is a medium-scale mawared producer in Qsarnaba. His main season of production is from mid April to late May, when his Rosa damascena
bushes are in full bloom. After the harvest, the roses are cleaned under running water, and are distilled immediately to prevent the loss of volatile oils.
Ali has a large alembic, which he uses for his own purposes but also rents to
other producers. He reports and adheres to the following standard process
for making mawared:
• Roses are harvested, usually in the early morning;
• A fire is arranged beneath a cleaned alembic;
• 150kg of water is added to the alembic for every 100kg of roses. (This is
half the standard production ratio, and may explain why Qsarnaba’s product is so highly prized);
• The large quantity of roses necessitates a distillation period of 4-6 hours;
• The distillate is collected in a large container. When the product has
cooled, it is transferred to bottles that are sealed and ready to be sold.
Ali considers the first 50-60% of the volume of mawared to be first grade
while the remaining 40% is second grade. The entire yield should be equivalent in volume to the amount of roses distilled.
Ali Dirani distills 1.2 tons of roses every year
on his 2 hectare farm. He produces a corresponding amount of mawared which he sells in
1 liter bottles in local shops as well as from his
house. His produce is renowned and people
from Beirut and Zahleh, the main city of the
Biqa`, come to purchase their mawared directly
from his house.
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With 110,000 inhabitants, Zahleh is one of the largest towns
in Lebanon. Located at 1,000m altitude on the foot hills of the
eastern slopes Mount Sannine, it is also known as “The Bride
of the Biqa`”, and has been the subject of many songs and
poems.
Its location at the junction of the mountain and the plain has
made it a major processing and trading center for agricultural
products such as grains and grapes. Numerous vineyards
can be found on the hills overlooking the city, on broad slopes
of grey marly soils, typical of the calcareous geology of Lebanon. Zahleh is known for its arak which is best consumed on
location, accompanied with mezze, in one of the many restaurants of Wadi al `Arayish (the Valley of the Vines), on the
banks of the Berdawni river.
Zahleh is located 52km east of Beirut. To get there from Beirut, take the Damascus road through the mountains and the
Dahr el Baidar pass to Chtaura, then take the Ba`albak road
to Zahleh. At the eastern entrance, the statue of a woman
covered with grapes reminds you that Zahleh is, according to
its people, the town of poetry and wine.
Over the past decades Zahleh, like most other Lebanese
towns, has expanded onto the surrounding plains, and the
architecture of the new buildings does not reflect the local
heritage. However, the old town center has been kept relatively intact and is worth a visit. In the old quarters, look for
the Geha house, said to be the oldest in town, and visit the old
serail and Suq al Blat.
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Arak (or araq) is a clear, colorless, alcoholic drink distilled from grapes. It is
unsweetened, and flavored with aniseed. ‘Sweat’ in Arabic, the name of the
drink ‘arak’ is a pun on its pungent odor and the condensation that occurs
during the distillation process. Arak is indigenous to the eastern Mediterranean region encompassing today’s Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Iraq and Palestine. It was first developed by Jews and Christians and other non-Islamic
minorities. But it was a Muslim alchemist named Jabir Ibn Hayyan who
invented the alembic (karakeh) thus facilitating the distillation of alcoholic
drinks including arak (Gefou-Madianou, 1992).
Aniseed flavored beverages similar to arak are produced elsewhere outside
Lebanon and the eastern Mediterranean. A similar distilled drink is made
from fermented date sugars in Iraq, and from dried grapes (raisins) in Egypt.
Other regional variations of arak include ouzo (Greece), raki (Turkey) and
mastika (Macedonia). By official Lebanese standards, these drinks don’t
qualify as arak since they are not produced from grapes; nevertheless, they
are considered variants of arak in their countries of origin (Gefou-Madianou,
1992). A local Lebanese variant of arak that omits the aniseed flavoring is
called “Arak el Saki”. It typically has a higher alcoholic content (Haddad,
1979).
In Lebanon, arak is usually served with mezze over lunch or dinner.
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The major specification of this drink is that it be distilled exclusively from
grapes. Mirweih, mikseis and obeidi are the most common varieties. The
quality and characteristics of the arak are highly dependent on the quality
of the source grapes. Dry-farmed or non-irrigated vineyards yield the more
highly concentrated grapes that are considered desirable for arak production.

Ingredients,
characteristics
and techniques

Salloum (2007) describes the general arak production method as follows:
• The harvested grapes are cleaned, squeezed and crushed. The resulting
juice is barrel-fermented with the skins and seeds for 21 days. Traditionally,
the barrels were made of cedar wood, but plastic is currently being used
since it is more cost effective;
• The fermenting juice mixture is stirred periodically to release accumulating
CO2 gas trapped at the bottom of the barrel;
• The mixture is transferred to the alembic (or karakeh), usually made of
copper;
• The first distillation is initiated, in order to extract the alcohol. The temperature is maintained at 80oC, the better to concentrate the distillate and
avoid contamination with the water that will begin to evaporate as the temperature rises above that point;
• The alembic is washed and the distilled alcohol combined with the aniseed in the lower part of the apparatus. The ratio of aniseed to alcohol is the
controlling factor to the quality of the final product and is producer-specific;
• A second distillation is initiated at the same temperature;
• The resulting product is arak.
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Traditionally, drinking parties, feasts and musical celebrations are held for
two days in early October as the harvest and the distillation are completed.
These celebrations are held in the vicinity of the alembic, so that the producer is not left alone during processing. The purpose is, of course, to keep
him company and not to prevent over-sampling of the product.
Arak is not consumed directly but rather mixed at a ratio of 1/3 arak to 2/3
water with ice, in a dilution process known as kasser (“breaking” in Arabic),
which describes the action of adding the water to the arak to create its characteristic milky white appearance. Several protocols must be followed during the mixing and serving of arak:
• Water must be added before the ice and never after, because when arak is
poured over ice, the cold shock produces an undesirable film on the surface
of the drink, making it unappealing for the consumer (Shams, 1970).
• For the same reason, arak should never be poured into a chilled glass.
That is why arak glasses are never reused. When one orders arak in a
restaurant, a set of 6-8 small glasses is brought to the table so no one has
to drink a refill from a glass cooled from a prior round.
Commercial production of arak is highly concentrated: a handful of companies control approximately 90% of the market. Yet the majority of producers
are small and have few employees, mainly family members, and produce
arak for personal and local consumption.
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“Chateau Khoury” was founded in 2004, on 13 ha of abandoned vineyards
where local grapes used to be grown exclusively for the distillation of arak.
The Chateau, a family enterprise, overlooks Zahleh, at an altitude of 1,200m
above sea level and produces fine wines and arak. Jean Paul is an oenologist and studied winemaking in France before joining the Chateau Khoury
team in 2005.
The Khourys’ arak is produced exclusively from the indigenous “Obeidi”
grape variety, which is one of the varieties traditionally used for arak in the
Biqa`. Unlike other small family producers who distill their arak in the fall, the
Khoury arak is mostly produced in February and March, during the long winter evenings. Triple distillation takes place over direct fire, and it is during the
second distillation that the green aniseed and the special spices are added.
The alcoholic grade of the final product is 55%. Jean Paul Khoury produces
10,000 liters of arak every year, mostly sold through local restaurants and
local shops.
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Burghul (or burghoul or bourghoul), which parboiled cracked wheat, is said
to have been introduced to Lebanon by Kurdish tribes in the 12th Century
AD (Zubaida, 2000). It is part of the regular diet all over the Levantine countries, and as such, has been thoroughly studied. In her book about traditional
Lebanese food conservation, Kanafani-Zahar (1994) offers a thorough account of its characteristics and of the traditions surrounding its production in
selected Lebanese villages.

In Lebanon today, local producers consider the best burghul wheat to be
baladi (meaning “local”, literally “country”) wheat, which is known by a number of regional appellations including haramuni, salamuni, breiji. The burghul
produced in the Biqa` plain, the main baladi wheat producing area of Lebanon, is renowned throughout the Arab Middle East although it is not produced in large quantities. Soft, imported wheat is commonly used for bread
making but not for burghul.

Ingredients,
characteristics
and techniques

Burghul-making is a communal activity that brings families and villages together at the end of the summer harvest to feast on a special seasonal dish
of boiled wheat and sugar called qulba, as they gather and prepare wheat
for burghul. The wheat is first partially boiled in large pots, then dried in
the sun and milled. Before milling, the dried seeds are moistened again
and then rubbed (mechanically or by hand) to remove the outer bran layer.
This process both increases the palatability of the product, and promotes
the transfer of vitamins and minerals from the outer bran layer into the seed.
The initial boiling (parboiling) confers biological stability to the milled product,
thereby allowing for safe storage for long periods, and ultimately a shorter
cooking time.
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Milling produces 3 different kinds of burghul:
• Coarse burghul – boiled like rice in stews of chicken or beef;
• Fine burghul- used in preparation of common dishes such as kebbeh and
tabbouleh;
• Super-fine or flour burghul – used in making breads such as mullat al
smeed.
Davidson (1999) identifies two additional products related to burghul: jreesh,
which is wheat that is cracked or very coarsely ground but not boiled; and
khoudayma, which is wheat that is boiled but not cracked.
In all its dry processed forms, burghul has a shelf life between 9 months to
a year at room temperature and a humidity of 65%. It is rich in phosphorus,
iron, copper and vitamins B1, B2 and B3 (Davidson, 1999).
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Burghul is mostly produced by family businesses and at a semi-industrial
scale in all major wheat growing regions of Lebanon, most significantly in the
Biqa`, but also in `Akkar and Jabal `Amel.
George Saliba is a burghul mill owner in Zahleh. He has been running his
business for over 20 years, but his stone mills are over 150 years old, and
are believed to produce some of the finest burghul in town. He produces 3
grades of burghul, from 0.5 to 4 mm in diameter, and light to golden brown
in color. Most of the production takes place between August and September
after the wheat harvest. Only local varieties (baladi) are used, usually originating from extensively cultivated fields.
The processing technique used in George Saliba’s mill is the following:
• Wheat is cleaned of debris and stones;
• Large basins of hot water are prepared;
• The wheat grain is added to the water just before boiling and kept for 90
minutes by which time the wheat starch gelatinizes;
• The boiled wheat is spread and cooled on aluminum trays and then left in
the sun to dry for 12-16 hours;
• It is then milled in a mechanical hammer mill;
• The burghul is sorted into fine or coarse
grains;
• It is then packaged and sold.
The Saliba mill produces 350 tons annually, sold locally as well as nationally in
packages of 1, 5, 10 or 20kg.
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Ta`nayel is a small village in the central Biqa` near the town
of Chtaura. This serene village of 800 inhabitants is located
45km from Beirut in the Biqa` valley. Ta`nayel is reached
through the Damascus road from Beirut, and is 5km away
from Chtaura. But you can see Ta`nayel way before you reach
it: its vast pond surrounded with tall poplar trees sparkles in
the sun as you come down the mountain from the Dahr al
Baidar pass.
Vast fields planted with grain and forage crops dominate the
landscape around Ta`nayel. The deep alluvial soils, often waterlogged in the winter, and the flat terrain, lend themselves
readily to this type of cultivation. Here and there, one can
notice a few vineyards and some apple and stone fruit orchards.
The village’s name is derived from the ancient Aramaic “Bet
Ana’il”, composed of 2 words: ‘bet’meaning “the place of”; and
‘ana’il’ meaning “the gifts of God”. Through hundreds of years,
the name eventually changed from “Bet Ana’il” to “Ta`nayel”.
The Jesuit monastery of Ta`nayel, which is also the applied
education center of Faculty of Agriculture of the Université
Saint Joseph, was established in 1947 and is well known for
the high quality of its dairy products. Among these are cows’
milk labneh, produced all year round, and goats’ milk labneh
which is produced between the months of April and September.
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Labneh, a word derived from the Arabic ‘laban’, meaning yoghurt, is a semisolid dairy product made by straining yoghurt of its whey until it reaches the
consistency of a soft butter or paste. Labneh is sometimes referred to as
strained yoghurt, and represents a stage of processed milk between yoghurt
and cheese. Milk was first processed in the Middle East in order to preserve
it for longer periods of time, especially during long journeys over dry lands.
As liquid is drained from milk it yields different products with progressively
longer shelf lives: fresh milk yields yogurt, then labneh. Milk can also be
further processed into drier cheeses such as shankleesh and a mixed graindairy product called kishk, which has the longest shelf life (al Kadamany,
2001).
Labneh is white or cream in color, is easily spreadable, and has a clean
and slightly acidic flavor. In households throughout Lebanon, labneh is consumed on a daily basis. It is a mainstay of the breakfast table (and it is
common to see children walking to school in the mornings, munching on
labneh sandwiches) and also appears at lunch and dinner. A plate of labneh
is always found in the traditional mezze. Labneh is typically served spread
on a plate, drizzled with olive oil, to be scooped up with pieces of Arabic
bread. Labneh is also often accompanied by olives and dried mint, as well
as vegetables (primarily cucumbers and tomatoes). It is also used as a filling
for sandwiches, and is served along with the thyme and olive oil pie known
as manqusheh (or mankoucheh).
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In Lebanon, labneh is most commonly made of cows’ milk since it is available
all year round. Labneh is also made from goats’ milk in season, during the
months between April and September. In Saudi Arabia and other Gulf countries, labneh is also made from the milk of camels (Haddad, 2006). Nutrfitionally, labneh contains around 10% fat, 10% protein, 5% lactose, and 25% total
solids. It has a pH ranging from 3.5-4 (Bodyfelt, 1988). Labneh with total
solids between 20-24% is the common product on the Lebanese market.

Ingredients,
characteristics
and techniques

Good quality labneh requires a starter culture consisting of strains of Streptococcus thermophilus and Lactobacillus delbreuckii subsp. bulgaricus. These
bacteria are crucial to a fermentation process that transforms lactose into
lactic acid and thus makes labneh more tolerable to lactose-intolerant consumers. By-products of lactic acid fermentation also help suppress microbial
spoilage. Even when kept under refrigeration, however, labneh has a relatively short shelf life, lasting for no more than 7-14 days at a temperature of
7oC (Haddad, 2006).
Although new equipment and technologies exist for producing labneh (such
as centrifuges to remove the desired amount of whey from yoghurt), the traditional method is still prevalent in Lebanon. This involves simply putting the
yoghurt in a cheese cloth bag and hanging it until the whey drains out. The
product is then blended with 1-2 % salt and refrigerated. Many households
continue to make their own labneh using this method or variations thereof,
such as using a colander lined with several layers of paper towels instead of
the cheesecloth.
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Homemade, or non-industrial, labneh is produced as follows:
• The milk is heated to 90oC and then cooled to around 44oC at which point
the starter culture is added and heat is immediately turned off;
• The mixture is transferred from the hot pot to a clean, cool vat and covered
for 3-4 hours during which time the milk will ferment and become yoghurt;
• The yoghurt is then refrigerated overnight, transferred to cloth bags and
hung until part of its whey has drained;
• At this point the labneh is ready to be consumed, or made into balls, sun
dried and stored in jars with olive oil.
Using this technique, 3-3.5kg of milk will produce 1kg of labneh. The resulting product is more acidic than yoghurt as fermentation continues to take
place during drainage of the whey.
There are 2 types of processed labneh:
• Fresh labneh is consumed directly after production and can last, refrigerated, for up to 2 weeks. Fresh labneh can be “sweet” (drained for 1or 2
days), or “acidic” (drained for 5 to 6 days) (Kanafani-Zahar, 1994);
• Preserved labneh is drained for twice as long as labneh meant to be consumed fresh. It is shaped into small (2-3cm diameter) sized balls and submerged in olive oil. Stored in a well-sealed glass jar in a cool, dark place,
this preserved labneh can last for up to a year.
Traditionally, labneh producers of Lebanon travelled from village to village,
advertising their product with white cloth bags attached to the saddles of
their donkeys (Al Kadamany, 2001).
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The Ta`nayel monks produce labneh in the following manner, from the milk of
their own Holstein cows or baladi (local) goats using the traditional cloth sack
method. The monastery produces about 20,000kg of cows’ milk labneh and
600kg of goats’ milk labneh every year. It is sold on the premises in 0.5kg or
1kg containers, and is distributed nationwide.
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The village of Barouk sits in the shadows of a majestic cedar
forest. It is rich in water, which emerges from many springs
and cascades into the town to form the Barouk River. Located
45km from Beirut, at an altitude of 1600meters above sea level, Barouk overlooks the Shuf and its verdant valleys. To reach
Barouk, take the south-bound highway, exit near Damour towards Dayr al Qamar, and follow the road to Barouk. From
there, another 10 minutes drive will take you to the Barouk
cedars reserve, also called the Shuf cedars reserve.
The steepness of the terrain combined with the high altitude
limit the farming potential of Barouk. In spite of the abundant
water supplies, and of the laborious crafting of the mountains
into stone-walled bench terraces, most of the land is under
grasslands. The soils are typical terra rossa, patchy and rocky,
formed on hard limestone. Here and there, small stands of
pine tree grow on the sandy red soils. The high altitude slopes
are covered with the famous Barouk cedars.
The Barouk nature reserve spans over 550km2 and is home
to 2 million cedar trees, in addition to 24 species of trees, 32
species of mammals, around 200 species of birds and over
500 species of plants. The Barouk natural reserve is managed by the Ministry of the Environment in collaboration with
other non-governmental agencies. It is one of the largest
protected areas in the Middle East, with the exception of the
desert reserves in Saudi Arabia. It can be accessed from 3
villages: Barouk, Ma`aser al Shuf and `Ayn Zhalta.
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`Asal al ‘arz (cedar honey) is a honeydew honey produced in the cedar forests of Lebanon where the primary vegetation is the Cedar of Lebanon (Cedrus libani), which is also the country’s national emblem found on the flag.
There are many cedar forests in Lebanon, most of which have protected
area status. However, they cannot all be used to produce cedar honey as a
main requirement for isolating cedar honey, or any mono-strain honey such
as cedar honey, is that the hives be located within a 4-6km radius of a single
plant or vegetation. This requirement is only met in the Barouk cedar reserve
in the Shuf region and in the Tannourine and Bcharreh reserves in North
Lebanon.
In Lebanon as in the Eastern Mediterranean, beekeeping is an ancient industry dating back thousands of years. Clay hives still containing residues of
honey have been found in Phoenician and Roman archeological sites. Cedar
honey is used in folk medicine as an unguent and is attributed with wound
healing properties.
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In general, honeydew honeys have a lower water and sugar content than
floral honeys (Hooper, 1997). Cedar honey may particularly owe its low water content to the low humidity of the high elevation mountains where it is
produced. Its low sugar content is also a function of the fact that it is derived
from honeydew (the excreta) of aphids living on the sap of cedar trees, which
has lower sugar content than flower nectar. Cedar honey is characterized by
higher vitamin and mineral levels than other types of honey (Crane, 1990).

Ingredients,
characteristics
and techniques

The production of this honey depends on a symbiotic relationship among 3
types of insects that live in the cedar forest: the aphid, the ant and the honey
bee. Cedar has no flowers, so there is no source of nectar on which the bees
can feed. But aphids can consume the tree sap, and digest it in such a way
that part of the sugar bypasses their midgut and is expelled as a drop of sugared water (honeydew). This sugar water feeds the ants that in return protect
the aphids from other predators (a type of mutuality relation). Honey bees
also consume this honeydew released from the aphid and in turn change it
into honey (Sawyer, 1988). This is the way honey is produced from pine,
cedar, oak and other forest trees.
Cedar honey is produced mainly by the Lebanese bee strain called Apis
mellifera syriaca. This is the only type of bee that can withstand the vast
fluctuations in climate and temperature that are found in the high altitudes of
the Lebanese mountains, where the weather can be very hot during the day
and very cold at night. Although their production in terms of quantity is relatively lower than that of other strains of bees, they are still the most efficient
in such an environment (Sawyer, 1988).
Processing techniques of Lebanese cedar honey and other types of honey in
Lebanon are still “low-tech”. Most small producers still use mechanical hand
powered extractors to extract their honey.
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Nabeel el Ayyas produces his cedar honey in one of the most beautiful locations in Lebanon. El Ayyas is originally from Jahiliyyeh, a village in the
middle elevations of the Shuf, rich in water that cascades down into the
mountain valley. During summer and fall, however, he spends most of his
time tending his bees in Barouk. His production peaks from mid-August to
mid-November. His bees are housed in Langstroth wooden bee hives and he
uses mechanical extractor, and filters the honey using pressure pistons and
flash heating for extracting and purifying his produce. The result is a thick,
dark product with slow crystallization. He produces several hundred kilos per
year which he sells to the visitors to the reserve. It’s a great treat after a day’s
hike among the cedar trees!
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‘Ambarees’ and ‘sirdeleh’ are two names for a fermented raw goats’ milk
product that originated in dry, mountainous regions where local baladi or
shami goats are the main grazing animals. The name ‘ambarees’ is used
in the Biqa` region of Lebanon while ‘sirdeleh’ is used in the Shuf region of
Mount Lebanon. The differences in the production techniques are minimal
and may be due to individual producers and minor regional peculiarities. In
this report, the name sirdeleh will be used to refer to both products, and the
description will focus on the sirdeleh produced in the Shuf region. An excellent account of the processing of milk into ambarees in the Biqa` may be
found in Kanafani-Zahar (1994).
Sirdeleh is not a “true” rennet-coagulated cheese, but rather a type of labneh which is a fermented dairy product with a texture of cream cheese and
a slight sour note. Sirdeleh is used by farmers to preserve goats’ milk for
the winter as a component of their seasonal reserve, or mouneh (Zubaida,
2000).
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Sirdeleh is prepared exclusively from unpasteurized goats’ milk. It undergoes
natural fermentation at 20-25oC for 14-20 days in a clay pottery jar without
the addition of rennet or any fermenting primer aside from the microorganisms found in the porous surfaces of the container itself. Sheep’s and cows’
milk are not used as the taste of the resulting product is not desirable, and
their shelf life is short. However, sheep’s milk is occasionally used to initiate
the production of ambarees; but goats’ milk is then used for the rest of the
manufacturing process.

Ingredients,
characteristics
and techniques

Sirdeleh is made in special clay vessels with drainage holes. This type of
container is permeable to air and, therefore, inhibits the growth of anaerobic
microorganisms which are often pathogenic. The vessel is filled to the rim
with milk salted at a 20:1 mass ratio, and its mouth is covered with a piece
of cloth containing coarse salt, in order to inhibit the growth of mold on the
surface.
After 7 days of fermentation, whey is drained from the hole at the bottom of
the vessel over a period of 16-24 hours. After 14 days (and 2 drainages) a
small amount of the curd is removed from the top of the vessel and fresh salted raw milk is added to bring the level back to the rim. This step is repeated
every 3 to 7 days for the entire season of goat milk production (mid-spring to
fall). Fermentation caused by the ambient microflora (bacteria, molds, yeasts
or combinations of these), and their enzymes results in the production of
lactic acid which reduces the pH, resulting in a decrease in microbiological
population. Research by Saleh (1991) showed a decreasing trend in all the
microbiological qualities monitored over the fermentation period, and the microbiological tests for coliforms, Brucella, and Staphylococcus aureus were
negative. This is considered to be one of the oldest methods of preserving
foods.
Sirdeleh has a shelf life of one year if stored at 5°C or if rolled into small
balls, partially dehydrated and submerged in olive oil and stored at room
temperature (Tamime & Robinson, 1999).
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Storing the fermented milk at lower temperature (around 5°C) inhibits acid
development (Salemin & Von Wright, 1993) and the resulting product may
lack desirable taste characteristics and have a paradoxically shorter shelf
life.
Sirdeleh is thought to reach peak ripeness and flavor after a fermentation
period of four months. Analysis has shown that the product has about 32%
total solids – 18.6% proteins – 4.8% fat – 7% lactose and an average pH of
4 (Abu Ghyda, 2005). (Sirdeleh made from the milk of goats grazed at higher
altitudes with less water is higher in fat and incidentally commands higher
prices).
The clay pots that are used in sirdeleh production are manufactured especially for that purpose. These pots have historically been produced in two
villages in Lebanon: Beit Shabeb in the Metn region and in Rashayya al
Foukhar in the west of the Biqa’. These two villages are known for their
skilled production of clay vessels. If the quality of the pots is not adequate,
they will dissolve from inside due to the acidity of the milk and impart a red
color to the surface of the product. They will also break after a couple of
seasons of use.
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Farid Melhem Mahmoud is a serious entrepreneur, and he has chosen to
make a living by commercializing local foods from the Shuf terroir. Sirdeleh,
which they also call “labnet el jarra” in Barouk is one of these. He and his
family own 700 goats, of which 300 are used for milk production and the others are sold for meat. They roam freely on the Shuf pastures during most of
the year, and are only kept indoors during a brief period in the winter.
Farid Melhem Mahmoud produces sirdeleh between the months of May and
August, when the goat’s milk production of the goats peaks. His particular
production method involves filtering and salting the raw milk (20:1 milk to salt
ratio), and maturing the mixture for 10-12 days in a clay vessel until the milk
ferments and separates. The liquid is then drained out from the bottom of the
vessel. Sirdeleh can then be removed from the surface of the vessel, which
is refilled with salted raw milk. This operation takes place every 10 days till
the end of the season. As the product matures, its taste becomes more desirable. It can be preserved in the clay vessels for up to 1 year, but most of
the 2,000kg produced by Farid Melhem Mahmoud is sold by the end of the
season to individuals and traders who distribute it nationally.
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High in the Shuf mountains, between the grape and olive terraces and the oak coppices, sits the village of Kfarnabrakh,
also known in the region as Hayy el Kroum (the neighbourhood of vineyards). Although it is only 40km from Beirut, one
really feels that life here is slower, calmer and more peaceful.
On the outskirts of the village, the ruins of the Druze religious
site, Khelwat al Zanbakiyya, offer a breathtaking vantage point
from which one can admire the whole upper Shuf region.
Ruled by feudal lords till the end of the 1800’s, Kfarnabrakh
was mainly a silk producing village, and mulberry orchards
covered most of its lands. The villagers spun silk in the local
factories and sold it to traders. The collapse of the Lebanese
silk industry in the early 20th century brought the villagers
back to the old grape vineyards and triggered a wave of emigration.
To reach Kfarnabrakh, take the south-bound highway towards
Saida, exit at Damour (18km from Beirut), drive (carefully) on
the steep winding roads to Dayr al Qamar and Bayt el Deen
(Beiteddine) and continue from there to Kfarnabrakh.
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Dibs el `inab, or grape molasses, is a thick syrup, usually derived from white
grapes. It is common to the mountainous regions of Lebanon, and is a central component of the food stock that Lebanese households traditionally put
up for winter, known as mouneh.
Before refined sugar was introduced some 150-200 years ago, households
in Lebanese villages relied on grape molasses as a generic sweetener. The
grape harvest was a communal activity that was welcomed with festivalsessentially moveable feasts that would start in the vineyards, then proceed
to the presses for an initial processing. The celebrations would continue at
the homes of participating families, who would enjoy desserts prepared from
fresh dibs el ’inab, as together, they completed the processing and bottled
the molasses under the direction of the eldest women of the household (Riachy, 1998; al Ghazi, 2001).
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Their high sugar content and low acidity makes most local Lebanese white
grapes suitable to produce dibs el `inab. These include the obeidi, saraani,
shamouti, mikseis, mirweih, magdousheh and salti varieties.

Ingredients,
characteristics
and techniques

Choueri (2002) describes the basic procedure for making grape molasses
as follows:
• The grapes are juiced and placed in a large barrel;
• Pulverized howara, (marl, a calcium carbonate clay-sized mineral) is added to the juice at a weight to weight ratio of 1:50;
• The mixture is left to rest for 8 hours. The suspended solids resulting from
the juicing (skins, pits and other residues) will cluster around the fine howara particles and settle to the bottom;
• The juice is filtered and moved to large pots for boiling. At this stage, it
is called ain el deek, “the eye of the rooster” because it is very clear (this
refers to a common Lebanese simile: “clear as the rooster’s eye”);
• The juice is boiled for an hour, during which it is periodically lifted out of
the pot with large wooden spoons by broad, vigorous strokes. This cools
the liquid by exposing it to air so that it will not bubble and foam. Any foam
that rises to the surface is skimmed off;
• The process is complete when the mixture coats the spoon;
• The mixture is transferred to a cooling basin where it matures for a couple
of days and releases any remaining air bubbles. It is then ready for consumption;
• It is dark maroon in color, but if a lighter color is desired, then the molasses can be beaten manually or with an electric mixer. The consistency of
grape molasses is like that of melted chocolate. A spoon running through
the surface will leave a trail that will last for a couple of seconds.
Dagher (1991) provides a different recipe:
• The grapes are crushed and juiced;
• The juice is filtered and then heated and stirred continuously for a protracted period of time, until its viscosity increases. The froth is skimmed off
as it forms;
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• A small amount of powdered dry clay is added and the mixture is allowed
to settle overnight;
• The clear supernatant liquid is collected and heated again until it reaches
a syrupy consistency. It is then cooled and stored in glass or clay jars.
The quality of the molasses is a function of the quantity and total sugar content of the grapes. Increasing the quantity of grapes to compensate for their
lower sugar content will paradoxically lower the quality of molasses, which
will be slightly bitter due to the taste imparted by the non-sugar fraction of the
grapes. This is why high-sugar grapes, such as mekseis, are more desirable
than lower-sugar ones, such as maghdousheh or salti. Molasses produced
at a ratio of 1kg of molasses to 7-8kg of grapes is considered desirable, but
1kg of molasses produced from 12-14kg of grapes is likely to be inferior.
Grape molasses can be consumed in many ways, and it is a constituent of
many recipes for baked sweets. The syrup is also used to flavor drinks. A
tablespoon of grape molasses and a few drops of orange blossom water are
sometimes consumed as a drink with crushed ice and water.
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Iman Abu Kheir has lived all her life in Kfarnabrakh. This is where she learned
from her mother and grandmother how to process the sweet white grapes
that grow in the miniature vineyards into dibs el `inab. In her childhood, sugar
was still a rare commodity, and dibs was used in its stead to make drinks and
desserts. Mixed with fresh snow, dibs was also eaten as a sherbet called
yaksama.
Today, Iman Abu Kheir still makes dibs el `inab, but she uses a more modern
procedure than the one her mother used. She relies on instruments such as
the refractometer to measure the concentration of dissolved solids in water
in order to determine the end point of the boiling process. She also uses an
electric beater to solidify the dibs el `inab. But like her mother, Iman exclusively uses the sweet white Lebanese grape variety, mirweih to make her
dibs el `inab. She produces approximately 100kg per season, which are sold
from her house to neighbors and fellow villagers.
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Kfarfaqud is a village of Mount Lebanon. Located in the Shuf
district, at 500m altitude and 35km from Beirut, its name is
said to derive from the Syriac ‘kafar paquda’, meaning the
village of royalty or of the rulers. The landscape around the
village is rugged and mountainous, and farming takes place
on small terraces carved into the steep slopes. Its inhabitants
have conserved a very traditional lifestyle, and still prepare
their food according to methods passed on from their forefathers. To reach the village, take the south-bound highway
from the Beirut and exit left towards Bayt el Deen. From there
it is an easy ten minute drive to the small village. Kfarfaqud
is surrounded by a large oak forest and also well known in
the region for its “baladi” (home-grown) tomatoes which are
harvested late in the summer. Ancient scriptures mention that
Kfarfaqud was completely destroyed by an earthquake in the
6th or 7th century and that it was rebuilt in a new location. The
builders must have done a good job because the village is enchanting and its inhabitants are generous and hospitable: we
were told that many visitors just knock on a door and ask for a
room to spend the night, as there are no hotels in the village!
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Originally called rouqaq by ancient Arabs, this flatbread later came to be
known in Lebanon, Syria and Palestine as marquq (or markouk) (Al-Ghazi,
2001), which means “flattened into a thin layer”. Marquq is made of thinly
rolled dough baked on a saj, a hot plate that resembles an inverted wok
(Cauvin, 2003). Marquq is still produced in most villages in Lebanon. It is
sold throughout Lebanon, and is well known to the general public.
Traditionally, the person who baked marquq bread was called the raqqaq
(‘he who makes the marquq’). The raqqaq would separate the bread produced into 2 batches (al Ghazi, 2001):
• The first batch is called labbiq. It includes the best loaves, perfectly
round, very thin and golden in color;
• The second batch is called al jirmaz, which includes second grade
loaves that tend to be a bit thicker and not perfectly round.
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The general production method is as follows (Choueri, 2002):
• 3 heaping teaspoons of commercial yeast and 5kg of coarse salt are combined with 7.5 liters of water. The liquid is gradually added to 10kg of flour
and mixed well;
• The resulting dough is rolled into balls, tossed and stretched thin over a
special round pillow which helps flip the loaf onto the saj. It takes around
30-45 seconds to bake completely, after which the loaf is removed and is
ready to be consumed or packaged. A good loaf has a thickness of 0.2cm
on the rim and less than 0.1cm in the center.

Ingredients,
characteristics
and techniques

Marquq bread is folded into squares for easy packaging and storage. This
has earned marquq the name “handkerchief bread”. Because of its very low
moisture content, the product can be stored for up to 15 days at room temperature.
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The Zahreddeen family still bakes their bread the old way, for their own consumption and for sale to their neighbors and to households in the surrounding region that have stopped baking. They make excellent bread, translucent
circular loaves of a diameter ranging between 60 to 70cm, slightly crisp, with
a light brown color and some darker zones. So great is their success that
they consider their bread-making to be a trade secret. They did not give us
their exact recipe for the dough, but told us that the secret of a good loaf lies
in how it is flipped in the air to make it thin before it is laid on the pillow.
The family starts their day at 5 AM by preparing the dough. All the ingredients
(including commercial grade dry yeast at a ratio of 3 heaping tablespoons of
yeast for each 20kg of flour) are combined in an electric mixer and mixed for
35 minutes at medium speed. The dough is then covered with a cloth and left
to rise at ambient room temperatures for around an hour and a half. Shaping is done manually: a handful of dough is made into a ball and dipped in
coarse corn flour, to color the bread and prevent the dough from drying out.
The balls are placed in a large tray covered by a wet cloth to preserve their
moisture. Once the whole batch is shaped, it is taken to the saj for baking. To
bake a loaf, a ball is flattened by hand or with a rolling pin, and then flipped
from one hand to the other until it stretches into a thin circle of dough. It is
then laid on a special pillow and then the pillow is laid on the saj, to which
the dough sticks. Thirty to 40 seconds later, the cooked bread is peeled by
hand from the saj surface, the saj is wiped clean with a cloth and the process
starts again.
The members of the Zahreddeen family assist each other in the production
of their bread. One person bakes while another folds and packs into plastic
bags, and a third takes care of the selling. They produce 1,200 loaves daily,
which are all quickly sold, mostly to their local clientele.
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Situated on the foothills of the Shuf, in the middle of the Carob
District (Iqleem al kharrub), Dahr el Mghara is located at an
elevation of 300 meters and at a distance of 29Km south east
Beirut.
Its calcareous soils support a mosaic of land uses, typical of
the Mediterranean littoral: aromatic guarrigue, colorful grasslands, oak thickets, olive terraces and carob stands. The mixture of olive green, red and white soils and grey rocks on the
background of a deep blue sea impart the place with a magical feel.
Most of the 500 inhabitants of Dahr el Mghara earn part of
their income from agriculture. They harvest the carob in summer and olive the fall. They press the olives into a precious
olive oil of country-wide renown. They mill the carob pods into
a black molasses that is traded throughout Lebanon.
Dahr el Mghara (literally “the back of the cave”) owes its name
to the village’s location above a cave which was used as a
sanctuary and a refuge for the inhabitants during war time.
To get to Dahr el Mhara from Beirut, take the south-bound
highway and from there take a left towards the mountains at
the coastal village of Saadiyat. Dahr el Mghara is just a 10
minutes drive away.
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Dibs el kharrub, or carob molasses, is a thick syrup made by soaking milled
carob pods in water and reducing the extracted liquid. It is produced in large
quantities in the area of Iqleem el kharrub (the district of carob), located in
the foothills of the Shuf mountain district south of Beirut.
The carob tree (Ceratonia silica) has a history of use dating back to ancient
times. It is also known as St John’s bread for it is said that John the Baptist
survived in the desert by eating carob. The seeds of carob are reputed to
have all exactly the same weight and they were used by diamond jewelers
who agreed that the weight of one seed would be equal to one carat. The
name “carat” appears to be derived from carob.
In Lebanon, carob molasses was traditionally used as an alternative to sugar.
Mixed and served with tahina or sesame paste, for example, it is still eaten
as a dessert called dibs bi tahina. Recipes for dibs el kharrub have been
passed down orally over many generations. In the early 20th century, it was
customary for the people who produced dibs el kharrub in the Saida area
and those who produced honey in the south to compete over which of their
products was sweeter. When a couple was to be married, carob molasses
would have pride of place among the gifts the groom’s family offered to the
bride’s family, as it was thought to increase energy.
There is very wide interest in the carob tree as it is tolerant to drought and
survives in marginal lands. The carob pod is essential to many types of food
products due to its high sugar content. It is used in preparing fermented and
unfermented juices and as a source of gum for industrial uses (Tous, 1997).
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The general production technique for dibs al kharrub is the following
(Choueiri, 2002):

Ingredients,
characteristics
and techniques

• Carob fruit pods are harvested between the15th and the 30th of August
when they have dried on the tree. At this point they are called `okush;
• The `okush are placed in the sun until completely dried, then milled to
three levels of coarseness: fine grain, medium grain and coarse grain. The
milled carob is stored in bags for processing in early December when the
cold weather discourages contamination by insects;
• The milled carob is placed in layers of decreasing coarseness from bottom
to top of a terracotta pot with drainage holes in its base. The pot is placed
on an elevated stand;
• When the set-up is ready, the whole pot is filled slowly with water, taking
care to ensure that the organization of the carob grind is not disturbed;
• The pot is left for 2 days, during which the producer regularly opens the
faucet at the bottom of the pot and monitors the taste and sugar content of
the mixture. (As the water drains from the mixture, the sugars are released
first from the finely ground carob on top. The coarsely ground carob on
the bottom releases its sugars more slowly, and benefits from the longer
extraction);
• The sugary carob water is released into a bucket and mechanically transferred to a large copper or iron cooking basin called a khalqeen;
• The khalqeen is set up over a stove top or a fireplace;
• The sugary mixture is boiled and mixed constantly by a mechanical rotator
or a wooden spoon, depending on the size of production. As it reduces, the
mixture turns red and its viscosity increases;
• The concentrated mixture (which is now dibs el kharrub) is transferred to
a cooling pot called al hillal and is finally transferred to containers for bulk
storage or smaller commercial packages. Traditionally it is stored in glass
jars but recently, plastic jars with twist tops have been introduced.
As the molasses cools, a foamy material appears briefly on its surface, and
dissipates after two days. It is considered highly desirable: the cream of the
molasses.
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Edmond Dagher owns an olive oil and a carob press in Dahr el Mghara. He
harvests the carob pods in August from the wild trees that grow around the
village. He leaves them for a few days to dry in the sun until they are black
and hard. He then crushes them in the same stone mill he uses for olives.
They are then sieved and the husks of the carob are removed and discarded.
He places the milled plants in large PVC barrels, fills them with water and
leaves it to stand for a few days, enough for the sugar to dissolve. The extract is then transferred to a large vat (the khalqeen) where it is heated for
5-6 hours until it reaches the desired viscosity. It is then left to cool, packaged in 0.5kg, 1kg and 2kg containers for sale locally and nationally. Edmond Dagher produces between 20 and 40 tons of dibs al kharrub annually,
depending on the demand and on the availability of carob pods.
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In the foothills of the Shuf mountains, at 380m altitude, sits
the quiet village of Joun. Although little known, there are many
features that make Joun special: its splendid view over the
Mediterranean sea, its terraces of olives, grapes, carobs and
pine, and the remnants of the castle of Lady Esther Stanhope
Lady Esther Stanhope (1776-1839) was an intrepid traveler a
time when women where discouraged from being adventurous and independent. She was shipwrecked in Rhodes, and
journeyed through the Ottoman Empire to Jerusalem, Damascus, Saida and Joun where she settled and died after playing
an active part in the politics of Mount Lebanon.
Joun is also the home of many other heritage sites as well as
several natural water springs. The famous monastery of Deir
el Mkhalless is a stone throw away.
Joun’s landscape is largely determined by the interaction between its topography, its geology and the resulting soil cover.
Most of the farming takes place on the whitish, calcareous
soils near the hilltops, where the mild slopes compensates for
the poor quality of the soils. This is the domain of the olive,
carob, fig and pomegranate trees, all of which are native to
the region. Elsewhere on the hills, the potentially fertile red
soils are too rocky to allow for effective cultivation. Sheep and
goat occasionally graze these grasslands.
Joun is 45km away from Beirut, and is reached via the southbound highway, after taking the Rmeileh exit 25km from Beirut. Home to around 5,000 people, Joun is also known for
being a center of seismic activity: the 1956 earthquake destroyed significant parts of Lady Stanhope’s castle. It hasn’t
been rebuilt since.
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Definitions
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Dibs el roummane (or rummane or roumman)—pomegranate molasses—is
in fact a very concentrated sour juice is used to flavor stews and other meat
dishes as well as Lebanese mezze such as kebbeh, sambousik and sfiha.
It is acidic and may replace lemon and vinegar in salad dressings, as in the
typical Lebanese bread salad, fattoush.
Roummane is the fruit of the roummane tree (Punica granatum L.) which is
native to the Middle East, and is strongly associated with ancient religions
and cultures. In the ruins of Ba`albak in the Biqa` plain of Lebanon, specifically in the temple of Jupiter, the ceilings and capitals are adorned with
carvings of olives, almonds, chestnuts, pecans, grapes, figs and pomegranates, reflecting their presence in this region for a period of over 2,000 years
(Feghali, 2002).
Pomegranates were among the main symbols of Aphrodite, the Greek goddess of love. Pomegranate juice has an age-old reputation for boosting fertility and sex drive, and was prescribed locally in villages as a remedy for
infertility (Owen, 1949).
Historically, pomegranate molasses was produced in the mountainous regions of the Middle East, where the cool climate was unfavorable to citrus
trees, but where the pomegranate (roummane) thrived. The molasses was
used as an acidic alternative to citrus in food. The pomegranate was traditionally picked after the Celebrations of the Cross around 17th of September
or after the Eastern Cross, a celebration falling on the 27th of September (al
Ghazi, 2001). The picking of the pomegranates is not a part of the religious
festivities but traditionally farmers set their harvest by the date of these celebrations.
There is very little literature regarding the different types of pomegranates,
and they all fall under the general name Punica granatum L. Different local
varieties are found in different Middle Eastern countries. Ahmar, aswad, and
halwa varieties are important in Iraq; mangulati is found in Saudi Arabia; and
malissi and ras el baghl are favored in Lebanon and Syria (Morton, 1987).
They vary in acidity with some varieties being much sweeter than others.
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Ingredients,
characteristics
and techniques

Pomegranate molasses is prepared from the sour varieties of pomegranate
fruit. Sweet varieties are also consumed fresh and in juice. The general production process for pomegranate molasses is the following:
• Unripe pomegranates are selected, and cut open, and the fruits extracted
making sure that no piece of the outer skin (rind) or inner white flesh (pith)
is left since this will ruin the mixture. The rind contains phenolic compounds
and tannic acids which impart excessive astringency (Dagher, 1991);
• Traditionally, the fruits were juiced using a stone grinder called the majrasheh. Today stone grinders have largely been replaced with mechanical
juicers or small hand mills;
• Salt is sometimes added at this stage to lessen the sharp sour taste of the
product and aid in its preservation. Salt can also be added after the juice is
boiled (5% salt on weight basis) (Dagher, 1991);
• The juice is filtered to remove all foreign bodies, pulp and seeds, and
placed in a pot over a low fire until it boils, at which point it is stirred until its
color changes from a light to a dark reddish color;
• When it reaches the right consistency (when it coats a wooden spoon) the
flame is turned off and the molasses is left to cool, after which it is transferred to glass jars or bottles;
• A little olive oil is sometimes poured onto the top of the molasses in the
bottle or jar in order to prevent surface mold.
Traditionally, after it was heated and concentrated on the fire, the molasses
was taken to the rooftop and placed in the sun to mature, before being transferred to glass jars and sealed with wax to prevent deterioration in quality
during the winter season. Note that copper pots should not be used during
processing since they will oxidize and damage the quality of the molasses.
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Wafaa Issa is a small producer of dibs el roummane. To
make it, she uses the sour variety of pomegranate known
locally as roummane saida, or Saida’s pomegranate, after
the southern city of Saida. To make her dibs, Issa selects
fruits that have not ripened yet, at the stage at which they
are locally called lakhani. She gave us her recipe which
is simple and produces delicious, sour and tasty dibs el
roummane:
• The pomegranate is washed, cleaned, and pods removed, ensuring that no skin of the inner flesh or outer
skin is left since it will produce a bitter taste in the final
mixture;
• The pods are juiced and strained using a small mechanical hand mill (Moulin);
• The juice is boiled until it is viscous. By then it will have
reduced by almost half;
• It is then cooled and filled in clean bottles that must be
stored in a cool dry place, as any moisture will destroy
the batch.
Wafaa Issa produces 200kg per
year, which she sells in 1kg bottles
to customers from the village, but
also to a small clientele that seeks
her all the way from Saida and
Beirut.
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Perched atop a hill, Roum welcomes its visitors with a landscape of intermingled fig, pine and olive trees. Located at an
elevation of 890 meters on the border between Jabal `Amel
and the Shuf, near the famous town of Jezzine, 60km from
Beirut, Roum is famous in more than one way. Its beauty and
elevated location make it attractive for local tourism, and many
people rent houses there for the summer months. Roum has
also given its name to one of the most active geological faults
in Lebanon, the Roum fault, and many tremors frequently
occur in the region. On the slopes of the village lands, the
soils are mostly rocky terra rossa, covered with grasslands
and scrublands typical of the Lebanese mountains. Near the
hilltops, and in the vicinity of the village, the soils are more
varied, and they support a more agricultural land use of field
crops and fruit trees.
To reach Roum from Beirut, take the south-bound highway to
Saida and from there take the `Abra road. Roum is just twenty
minutes from the city center of Saida. Its 3,500 inhabitants’
livelihoods rely primarily on the services sector and on remittances from expatriate emigrants. Agricultural production has
maintained some importance, and Roum is known for grapes,
figs, pine nuts, olives and olive oil.
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The fig tree (Ficus carica L.) is believed to have originated in Southern Arabia, where wild fig trees can still be found, and to have been brought to
the Levant by the Arabian tribes. Fig cultivation was first reported in Greece
around the 9th century BC and may have taken place even earlier in Cyprus,
Lebanon and Syria. Records, relics, traces and tools related to fig cultivation
dating back at least 2,500 years have been found in Egypt, Syria, Lebanon
and Iraq. The Romans credited the god Bacchus with introducing the fig to
humankind, and often depicted him with a crown of fig leaves. They regarded
the fig tree as sacred (Brooke, 1954; Eisen, 1901). ‘Teena’ in Hebrew and
‘teen’ in Arabic (singular ‘teena’); the fig appears in numerous references in
the Bible, the New Testament and the Qur’an, indicating its significance in
the diets and cultures of the ancient Middle East.
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Lebanese fig
varieties

The fig tree has long been important in arid and semi-arid regions like Lebanon and the Middle East because it can withstand harsh climatic conditions
including low rainfall and low soil humidity.
There are at least 7 different typically Lebanese varieties of figs: teen abiayd
bayadi (normal white figs), teen ahmar khoudrawi (red figs with green skin),
teen ahmar `asali (honey red figs), teen aswad (black figs), teen sahatawi
(winter figs), teen mukhtari (mukhtari figs), and teen baqrati (baqrati figs). All
ripen between August and September, depending on the altitude, except the
winter figs which ripen in November-December
According to Khasawinah (1963), baqrati figs are best for fresh consumption
and bayadi or normal white figs are best for processing.
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Abbas Salameh’s fig trees are located among his olive groves, following his
stone terrace walls. He planted them there because he believes that they
help protect the walls from crumbling under the intense winter rainfall. This
is the traditional way in which fig trees are cultivated in Lebanon. Figs are
a traditional product of Roum, and a legendary fig tree called Abou Ali’s fig
tree, around 200 years old, according to the locals, stands in the village to
this day.
Although there are many commercial nurseries that sell fig seedlings,
Salameh prefers to propagate his own trees, according to the old methods.
In March or April, when the leaves of the fig tree are the size of “the foot of a
duck”, he selects a strong young branch (‘kalkha’) and cuts it at the 5th node
(4 leaves). He removes 2 leaves and plants the cutting in a mixture of soil
and composted organic manure. When it develops roots the following year,
he transplants it into the field.
Salameh is known as a proficient fig grower, a skill he learned from his father: in addition to his own, he tends the fig trees of most of the villagers of
Roum, and harvests them from mid-August to mid-September. He sells the
figs and shares in the profits they bring their owners. Salameh estimates his
own total production at 400 – 500kg per year. Some of it is sold directly to
individuals or on the regional market, but he always saves enough to make
jams and sun-dried figs, a winter delicacy.
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The history of orange blossom water is as old as the history
of the busfeir orange tree of Maghdousheh. Located near the
city of Saida, 47km south of Beirut, Maghdousheh has one
of the most impressive locations in Lebanon: atop a hill of
230 meters above sea level, directly overlooking the Mediterranean. The town is known for its bitter orange groves which
give a unique fragrance to its air in the months of March and
April, when the trees bloom. The village also gave its name
to a local variety of sweet white grapes used for consumption
and for the manufacture of arak. Maghdousheh is also the
home of the church of Our Lady of Mantara (Sayyedat al Mantara), a site of pilgrimage for people from all over the country.
Getting to Maghdousheh from Beirut is very simple. Take the
south-bound highway, cross Saida to Ghazieh, and then follow the road signs to Maghdousheh.
Most of Maghdousheh’s bitter orange groves are located in
a zone of limited size, between 150m and 200m above sea
level, on broad terraces. Elsewhere around the village, the
slopes are too steep and the landscape is too exposed and
too dry to support orchards. This is where the lone village goat
herder takes his goat to graze on the aromatic plants growing
between the limestone rocks, on patches of red soil.
There are 300 Maghdousheh families who produce mazaher,
and their product is renowned throughout Lebanon. Local
farmers are very particular about the production of orange
blossoms: they insist that the trees not be irrigated so that the
taste and essence of the oils in the blossom remain undiluted.
In 2005, Maghdousheh produced 100 tons of orange blossoms.
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Mazaher (or ma’zaher), or orange blossom (or orange flower) water, is a distillate of the flowers of bitter orange trees which are common to the coastal
regions of Lebanon, Syria and Palestine. Bitter oranges are also known as
“bigarade” or “Seville oranges” (Citrus aurantium L.) or “busfeir” in Lebanon.
Mazaher is used to flavor both food and drinks (Davidson, 1999).
According to al Ghazi (2001), Mazaher production was promoted with the
invention of the alembic during the Umayyad caliphate (AD 661-750), and
rapidly became widespread. Mazaher is especially associated with the celebration of the beginning of Muharram, the Islamic New Year, when rice
and milk desserts flavored with orange blossom water and rose water (roz
b-haleeb) feature in traditional holiday meals.
Mazaher is a common ingredient in the sugar syrup (qatr) that accompanies
many Lebanese and Arabic pastries. It is used as a flavoring for tea and
coffee and is also consumed diluted with water. The Lebanese ‘white coffee’
is made by adding a teaspoon of orange blossom water to a cup of boiling
water. It is thought to aid digestion and is soothing before sleep.
Mazaher also has folk medicinal uses, and is sprayed onto the faces of people who feel ill or who faint. Men may also spray orange blossom water on
their collars, to attract women with its sweet fragrance.
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Mazaher is made by distilling bitter orange flowers in large copper alembics
known as karakeh or anabeek, which condense and collect the vapors from
the boiled or steamed blossoms (Zubaida, 2000).

Ingredients,
characteristics
and techniques

Both water and steam distillation can be used to extract orange blossom
water, but many producers believe that steam distillation results in a superior
product as it conserves delicate and subtle flavors that might otherwise leach
into the boiling water.
There are two types of mazaher distillates:
1. The first distillation yields top quality orange blossom water: ivory or
barely yellow in color, with a small film of highly fragrant oil on the top (Davidson, 1999);
2. Flowers distilled for a second time produce a similar product with an
inferior flavor and shorter shelf life.
Artisanal producers employ a traditional ratio of 1kg of orange blossom flowers for a 650ml yield of the distillate.
The blossoms are collected early in the morning before being damaged by
the sun. The earlier they are collected, the higher the concentrations of volatile oils;
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The blossoms are placed in the lower chamber of the alembic, and immersed
in water, such that the water level is 5-10cm above the blossoms. Dagher
(1991) indicates that a ratio of water to flowers of 8:1 is adequate;
The condenser is placed on top of the lower chamber and sealed with plastic
tape or dough to prevent steam from escaping; The process is initiated with
the boiling of the water in the alembic, and is ended when the appropriate
yield is obtained.
The blossom producing season lasts for 30-40 days, and picking starts between the 15th of February and the 15th of March depending on the weather
and the variety of bitter orange tree.

Hanna Hakim has been a mazaher producer for over 40
years. He grows his own bitter orange trees and harvests
the blossoms in March and April. He sells some of the orange flowers to industrial mazaher producers from out of
town. When his production exceeds demand and market
prices drop, he sets up his karakeh (alembic) and distills
his flowers himself. He picks only the quantity of blossoms needed for production that day, and places them in
a large vat or barrel where they are rinsed of all debris. He
then places them in the bottom chamber of a clean alembic with a capacity of over 200kg, and immerses them in
water. It takes 2 hours to bring the flowers to a boil. To
maintain the high quality of his product, he extracts only
600ml from every kg of blossoms, or 120 liters from the
200kg. He collects the distillate directly into the 600ml
bottles, so that each bottle gets its equal share of supernatant fragrant oil. This makes his job tedious, as he has
to stay near the distiller in order to replace the bottles. But
Hanna doesn’t mind doing this in order to maintain the
high quality of his product.
By the end of the season, Hanna will
have produced 1,200 bottles of mazaher, which he sells to customers who
seek his orange blossom water all the
way from the valleys of the Biqa`.
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The small village of Zawtar is located on the hills of Jabal
`Amel, in South Lebanon, at an altitude of 470m. To get there,
take the southern highway, cross Saida and take the Nabatiyyeh exit. Drive up the hills towards Nabatiyyeh, cross the
city following the signs to Marjeyoun and make a right turn to
Zawtar, about 6km after Nabatiyyeh. You are now 80km away
from Beirut. Zawtar is located on a flat plateau overlooking the
Litani River, which runs in a deep valley accessible through a
small vertiginous road. Its red soils (terra rossa) formed on
hard limestone rocks constitute an excellent substrate for the
plants of the Mediterranean garrigue such as za`tar (Origanum syriacum). Once only found as a wild plant, za`tar is
now cultivated in fields under drip irrigation, side by side with
wheat, barley, lentils and chickpeas.
The name of the village, Zawtar, comes from the Aramaic
word “zotra” meaning small. The village has many ruins dating back to pre-Roman times, and there is a legend that a king
of Zawtar once buried a large treasure in the village. Some
za`tar producers, such as Muhammad Ali Ne`meh, claim this
treasure to be za`tar itself.
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In Lebanon, the name za`tar (or zaatar) refers to two different products: both
the aromatic plant Origanum syriacum L. (thyme) and a mixture of thyme,
sumac (Rumex dentatus, a powerful acidulant), toasted sesame seeds, salt
and sometimes other spices. This combination of dry herbs and spices is
typically eaten mixed with olive oil, used as a garnish for strained yoghurt
(labneh) and other dairy products. It is also the main ingredient in the topping
for manaqeesh (za`tar pies).
Origanum syriacum L. is characterized by its small white flowers and very
fragrant cottony leaves. The strains of wild thyme or za`tar in the Middle East
(Origanum syriacum L. and Thymus vulgaris L.) are different from those traditionally cultivated in Europe and the Americas, which tend to be Thymus
serpyllum (mountain thyme) and Satureio hortensis (wild thyme, known as
oregano). Origanum syriacum L. is native to the Mediterranean and is found
in Syria, Palestine, Lebanon and Jordan.
The Middle Eastern za`tar plant is a short shrub, reaching a maximum height
of around 30cm. It is a perennial plant that is easily grown from seed. Thyme
can be planted indoors or outdoors. All thymes grow best in light soils since
their fine root structure is prone to rot in heavier soils. It does best under
partial to full sunlight, and should be planted half a meter apart in the field.
The flavor of Middle Eastern za`tar (wild thyme) is largely modulated by its
main active ingredient, thymol. It is spicy-sweet; with subtle notes of mint,
bay and marjoram. Its aroma is said to be sweet, pungent and earthy. While
in western Mediterranean cuisine it is used in cooking, often combined with
basil, bay, parsley, sage or rosemary; in the Middle East it is usually consumed fresh in salads and with cheeses. The ancient Greeks embraced the
za`tar herb after they discovered the taste of honey made by bees feeding
on it. Za`tar honey is popular for its distinctive spicy flavor.
In recent years, wild thyme has declined in Lebanon due to intensive harvesting, usually by nomadic gatherers, before it could mature and reseed.
To compensate for this loss, some farmers have begun domesticating and
cultivating za`tar.
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Dry mixed za`tar is processed as follows (Zubaida, 2000):
Za`tar is harvested (usually in early summer) and washed in water several
times to clean its velvety leaves of accumulated dust and dirt. It is left to dry
outdoors in the shade for a period of 3 days, after which it is packaged in
bundles which are then left to rest indoors for a further 7-10 days until they
are completely dry. The plants are then beaten with a stick in order to detach
the leaves from the stems. After the separation process, the product is sifted
first in a wide sieve that removes the stalks from the leaves, and then in a
fine sieve which separates it into 2 types:

Ingredients,
characteristics
and techniques

• Lower grade za`tar, which remains in the sieve and is composed of the
larger leaves and small twigs. These are either discarded or sold to commercial bakeries where they are ground and mixed with citric acid, colorings and bran to increase the volume and is then used in the production of
commercial grade za`tar mix;
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• Higher grade za`tar, which are the small leaves of thyme that fall through
the sieve. Those are either packed to be sold as whole leaf thyme or
processed at a mill where they are either finely ground into thyme powder
which is used in cooking and salads, or more coarsely ground and used
as a base for the za`tar mix, combined with sumac, roasted sesame seed
and salt in equal proportions. Salt is added to taste, but Dagher (1991)
reports the use of 2% sodium chloride. This mixture is then ready for
consumption (a salt free mixture can also be produced).

A few years ago, Muhammad Ali Ne`meh was a poor builder barely able to
exact a living from his trade. Then he discovered that za`tar seeds could
be obtained from the wild and planted in a field. Ne`meh has since prospered through the farming of za`tar. In 2005, a short documentary film was
produced about him and his small acreage, and demand for his produce increased. This success was bolstered in early 2007, when the Land & People
post-war relief program of the American University of Beirut assisted him
in branding and marketing his produce. Today, the brand “Za`tar Zawtar” is
well-known, and Ne`meh receives more demand for his product than he can
meet.
Ne`meh’s enthusiasm and success have proven to be contagious: several
local farmers have copied him, making the small village of Zawtar one of the
best known areas for za`tar, with over 60ha planted with the herb.
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Located in southern Lebanon, 6km south of Sour (Tyre), the
village of Dayr Qanoun Ras al `Ayn is rich in traditions going
back to Roman and possibly pre-Roman times. Its name is a
combination of Dayr Qanoun, a Syriac term meaning “house
of the law” and Ras al `Ayn, an Arabic term meaning the “head
springs”. The village sits atop extensive ruins, and columns
and pottery fragments are often found during excavations.
The village is famous for the Ras al `Ayn springs, which
emerge near the shore, and provide the whole region of Sour
and parts of Bint Jbeil with potable water. The Ras al `Ayn
springs and the associated aquatic ecosystem are protected
as one of the main bird nature reserves of Lebanon.
The village lands range from the sea shore up to 250m altitude. The geology is complex, resulting in a mosaic of soils.
These include sands, river-borne alluviums, white, brown and
red soils. Much of the planted area is under fruit trees, mostly
bananas or citrus. On the deep brown soils near the coast,
vegetables and greens are produced on small plots. Higher
up on the hills, the landform becomes steeper: this is where
olive trees, cactus and field crops such as wheat, barley and
grain legumes are produced on the broad terraces.
Deir Qanoun is situated 88km from Beirut and is reached by
crossing Tyre (Sour) on the south-bound highway and taking
a left at either the Rachidiyeh or Ras al `Ayn exit which will
take you directly up to the village in about 10 minutes. Deir
Qanoun and its 2,500 inhabitants are well known for their hospitality and good food.
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Mishtah el jreesh is a type of bread specific to Jabal `Amel in South Lebanon.
The name ‘mishtah’ derives from the Arabic word ‘ishtah’ or ‘to flatten’ and
refers to the characteristic flatness of the bread. Flat breads referred to as
‘mashateeh’ originated in Iran, where they were called Barbari bread after
the Barbar clans in Afghanistan who traded with Persia. The product reached
Lebanon from Persia and across the Arabian Peninsula and was adapted by
southern Lebanese who developed many new variations such as mishtah el
jreesh.
Traditionally this bread, like all old breads, was baked in a furniyeh, or woodfired clay oven. Today, gas ovens have replaced furniyeh, but can’t reproduce the distinctive flavor of the original wood burning ovens. Each region
of the south prepares mishtah differently, and different spice mixtures are
associated with different locales. But all mishtah contain a significant proportion of cracked soft wheat, called jreesh, hence the name of the product.
Mishtah is an oval-shaped, 1.5cm thick loaf of bread, yellowish in color due
to the spices it contains and to the baking process. The distance between the
2 furthest apexes of the oval measure around 25 centimeters.
Mishtah is still consumed on a daily basis by many families, and is associated with many traditions. Demand is usually highest during the winter season, when it is eaten with tea, as well during the Muslim month of Ramadan
when it is eaten as an appetizer with cheese and labneh at the time of the
breaking of the fast.
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Few authors have made direct references to mishtah el jreesh. One of
them is Barbara Abdeni Masaad in her book on Lebanese thyme bread,
the man’oucheh (Abdeni Masaad, 2006), and the other in Anissa Helou’s
book on Mediterranean breads (Helou, 2007), under the rubric ‘Mishtah’,
Lebanese bread from the South”. Helou lists the ingredients as yeast, whole
wheat flour, sea salt, whole aniseed, white sesame seeds, mahlep, dakkat
el ka`k (optional), all purpose flour, jreesh. Mahlep is the dried nut fruit of the
wild cherry (Prunus mahaleb L.) and dakkat el ka`k is a fragrant mixture of
spices also used in making a biscuit called ka`k
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Below is the mishtah recipe as it appears in Helou (2007):
• ‘Dissolve the yeast in 1/3 cup warm water and stir until creamy;
• Combine the whole wheat flour, salt, seeds, and spices in a large bowl.
Mix well so that the ingredients are distributed evenly;
• Stir in the cracked wheat and make a well in the center. Add the yeast and
gradually add another 2/3 cup plus one tablespoon warm water, bringing in
the flour as you go along. Knead until you have a rough ball of dough;
• Remove the dough to a lightly floured work surface. Knead for 3 minutes.
Invert the bowl over the dough and let rest for 15 minutes. Knead for about
2 to 3 minutes more, until the dough is smooth and elastic. Grease a large
bowl with olive oil. Shape the dough into a ball and place it in the bowl, turning the dough to coat with oil. Cover with plastic wrap and let rise in a warm,
draft-free place for one hour. Fold the dough, cover again, and let rise for
one hour more. The dough should have doubled in volume;
• Return the dough to the work surface and divide it into 6 equal pieces.
Shape each piece into a ball. Cover with a wet but not dripping kitchen
towel and let rise for 45 minutes;
• Preheat the oven to 500º F. Flatten each ball by hand into a circle about
7 or 8 inches in diameter. Transfer to a nonstick baking sheet, or to a baking sheet lined with parchment paper or a silicone pastry mat. Cover with
a floured couche (baker’s linen), preferably, or a dry kitchen towel, and let
rest for 10 to 15 minutes;
• Bake the bread for 10 to 12 minutes, until lightly golden. Serve warm or let
cool on a wire rack to serve at room temperature.’

Dayr Qanoun Ras al `Ayn was very heavily shelled during the July 2006
Israeli bombing of South Lebanon. Most of its houses were damaged, and
many livelihoods were shattered. In the wake of the war, the Women’s Cooperative of Dayr Qanoun Ras al `Ayn, a group of 20 local women who
make traditional foodstuffs— mostly jams, pickles and dried herbs— sought
support from the Land & People relief program of the American University
of Beirut (AUB), as their work had come to a stand still. Together, the Coop
members and the Land & People program identified local, traditional products and revived their production. One of these products was mishtah el
jreesh, which many of the women still made at home. In February 2007, the
Coop started to produce and sell mishtah el jreesh. That spring, mishtah el
jreesh was introduced to Beirut through the Souk el Tayeb farmer’s market
and in AUB’s Healthy Basket shop where it is now sold regularly.
The women of Dayr Qanoun Ras al `Ayn prepare their mishtah el jreesh using the following ingredients
• Jreesh (cracked raw soft wheat)
• White flour
• Turmeric
• Semolina
• Olive oil
• Aniseed
• Sesame Seed
• Yeast
The dough is hand mixed, for approximately an hour and a half, until the
ingredients are well integrated. This is a very important step as it provides
cohesion to the dough so that the bread will not crack during baking. After
rising for about an hour at ambient room temperature, the dough is lightly
kneaded a second time and left to rest again for fifteen minutes. The dough
is manually separated into balls, which are then shaped into ovals. Grooves
are finger-traced on the surface to give the signature of the baker. The bread
is then baked in a gas oven at medium heat for a few minutes until golden
brown spots appear at the surface. The product keeps for up to two weeks if
stored in a properly sealed container.
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Mullat al smeed is a semolina cracker bread made from flour, burghul (parboiled and cracked wheat), sesame seeds, and olive oil. Because of its relatively dry composition, mullat al smeed does not readily rot or go stale.
Mullat al smeed originated in Jabal `Amel, in the south of Lebanon, and is
especially associated with the village of Dayr Qanoun Ras al `Ayn. According
to local tradition, it was developed to supply travelers to Mecca during their
annual Hajj pilgrimage with sustenance as they journeyed long distances
over land. They ate this cracker bread along the way and shared it with the
guides of the caravans to give them the energy and encouragement to bring
them to their destination. In Mecca, the pilgrims from Dayr Qanoun Ras al
`Ayn and other parts of Jabal `Amel used to share mullat al smeed with fellow pilgrims from other parts of the world and it became known as “khebez
Dayr Qanoun” (the bread of Dayr Qanoun).
As travel times became shorter over the past century, many types of food designed for long journeys such as mullat al smeed started to disappear. Today
it is usually baked for personal consumption and on special occasions.
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Proportions vary, but a basic recipe for mullet al smeed calls for:
• 5kg white flour;
• 3kg burghul (parboiled cracked wheat);
• 3kg olive oil;
• a bit of water to saturate the burghul;
• sesame seeds and black seeds (Nigella sativa)
The dough is kneaded for 20 continuous minutes using a special technique
to ensure the components would not crumble or break down when exposed
to high temperatures during baking. Traditionally, mullat al smeed is baked
in a furniyeh or wood-fired clay oven. The low moisture content coupled with
olive oil and the antimicrobial and antioxidative agents in black seeds may
also confer biological stability to the product and allow for storage for relatively long periods of time.
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Mullat al smeed is another of the products of the Women’s Cooperative of
Dayr Qanoun Ras al `Ayn. This type of bread had all but disappeared, and
only a few older village women still knew how to make it. In February 2007,
the Coop started to produce and sell it again. The production remained small
scale until the people of the village heard about it, and demand increased.
Customers from neighboring villages started to show up, and the production intensified. In spring 2007, Beirut’s Souk el Tayeb farmer’s market and
Healthy Basket shop at the American University of Beirut both started to
carry mullat al smeed. Since then, this cracker bread that was once in danger of extinction has become a specialty produce demanded and sold in
some of the finest locations in Beirut, as well as in Dayr Qanoun and the
neighboring villages. Today, it contributes significantly to the incomes of the
20 cooperative members.
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Many households in wheat producing regions of Lebanon
make freekeh, but it is especially typical of southern Lebanon
(Jabal `Amel). The village of Chama`, located 17 kilometers
south of the historic city of Sour (Tyre), is regionally famous for
its freekeh. It is reached by taking the south-bound highway
to Sour. The cross road to Chama`, 8km to the south of Sour,
is clearly signposted due to the presence of a major military
base in which the Italian contigent of UNIFIL is housed. Climb
up the hill (beware of the UNIFIL trucks) to reach Chama`
after passing through the villages of al Hamra and al Bayadah. Known for its medieval fortress and for the shrine of the
prophet Chama` which is visited by both Christian and Muslim
pilgrims, the village sits at an elevation of 350m in the midst of
a hilly region overlooking the sea. Its situation and landscape
are typical of the coastal area of Jabal `Amel, characterized
by wide terraces on which the local (‘baladi’) wheat continues to be produced as a rainfed crop on the terra rossa soils.
Large flocks of black goats transhume from the mountainous
areas of South Lebanon to overwinter in Chama`, where they
graze on the vast scrublands.
Like most villages of the region, Chama` was almost totally
destroyed by Israeli bombing during the war of July 2006, and
much of the fields were abandoned and many harvests lost
to unexploded shells and cluster bombs. Today most of these
have been cleared, and the village is in the process of being
reconstructed.
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Freekeh (freek, frikeh), or roasted green wheat, is a specialty of many Arab
countries in the Middle East, especially Syria, Lebanon, Palestine, Jordan
and Egypt. Many traditional dishes of the region combine freekeh with meats
or vegetables. The word freekeh derives from the Arabic root ‘faraka’, which
means to rub, and alludes to the step in freekeh production in which the
grains are vigorously rubbed to remove their bran.
According to Nachit (2007) freekeh originated around 2,300 BC, when the
attackers of a Mediterranean village set its green wheat fields on fire before retreating. To salvage what they could, the inhabitants rubbed away the
burnt layer and found that the grain had ripened due to the heat and that it
had retained a greenish hue. This discovery led to the later production of
freekeh.
Freekeh can be prepared from either hard or soft wheat. The general production method is the following (Choueri, 2002; Dagher, 1991):
• Wheat is harvested at the milky stage, when leaves are starting to turn
yellow;
• It is gathered in bunches and dried in the sun for 24 hours;
• It is then placed over an open wood or charcoal fire for approximately 10
minutes, until the spines of the wheat grain are burnt off. This process is
critical and is carefully controlled by accounting for wind and site location.
The aim is to allow the burning of straw and chaff only and to obtain a
uniform roasting;
• When cool, the grain is separated from the chaff. It is either kept whole
or ground into coarse particles;
• It is then spread on round, flat, thin pillows to dry completely for packaging and sale;
• The color of the final product is greenish and the grains are rice-shaped
• Freekeh must be stored in the dark to retain its flavor and freshness
(Appert, 1987). It can also be cracked into a finer product for use in soups
and stews.
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Cooked freekeh has a distinctive smoky scent and flavor. It is cooked in
boiling water at a ratio of 1 unit of freekeh for 2 units of water, for 20 minutes
after boiling. A low volume of water is preferred in order to avoid the leaching of nutrients in case too much water is added and has to be discarded.
Freekeh is higher in protein, vitamins and minerals than mature wheat and
most other grains. It contains up to four times the fiber content of brown rice
and is rich in calcium, potassium, iron and zinc (Iowa State University, 1978;
Dagher, 1991).
Lebanese markets carry freekeh from Lebanon and from Syria, where it is
produced in large quantities. In Lebanon, Syrian freekeh is reputed to be
of lower quality, mass-produced from boiled and dried rather than roasted
wheat. In reality, good, farmer-produced Syrian freekeh is probably of similar
quality to the freekeh produced in Lebanese villages.
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Mohamad Ibrahim Srour is one of the farmers of Chama`
who still makes freekeh the old way, for his own consumption and for some local trade. He plants his wheat fields
with his own seeds in December and January, and they
usually require 7-8 months to mature. He harvests wheat
for freekeh one and a half months prior to maturation, between April and May. He manures his fields organically
every 2 years and never uses synthetic fertilizers as he believes they adversely affect the taste of the final product. He
harvests his crop mechanically, using a small harvester, or
manually, using a sickle on the small terraces.
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Freekeh production is highly proprietary, but Srour was willing to disclose the
following techniques:
• Wheat is harvested in April or May before it matures, and tied into small
bundles;
• Bundles are set in the sun to dry for 3-4 hours in order to enhance combustion. Their exposure is limited in order to keep the grain tender;
• The wheat bunches are placed on ballan, a thorny bush common in the
Eastern Mediterranean (Poterium spinosum);
• The ballan is set alight;
• The roasted wheat bunches are sieved and stored in the shade for 2-3
days, after which they are bagged and taken to the mill;
•In the mill, the wheat is first threshed and then coarsely ground if cracked
freekeh is desired;
• The product is then left to dry in a shaded area for 45 days, after which it
is packaged and sold.
Mohammad Srour believes that only ballan should be used to smoke freekeh,
as it burns in one burst for a couple of minutes before dying down, producing
very little ash and reducing contamination of the final product. He produces
both ground freekeh (stone milled) and whole grain freekeh. In 2007 his production was 1,200kg and he intends to increase his production in response
to demand from the Arabian Gulf countries.
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Addresses
& Contacts
`Amsheet
Mwarraqa
Lorenza Zughaib
03-112880 / 09-624466

Ham
Salamouni wheat
Hussein Ali Mrad
03-712709

Rahbeh
Shankleesh
Waddad al Baye`
06-890224

Qsarnaba
Mawared
Ali Khalil al Dirani
03-095853 / 08-911457

Ehden
Darfieh cheese
Youssef al Doueihi
03-675977

Zahleh
Arak
Jean Paul Khoury
03-075422

Labweh
Kishk
Zaynab Ballouti c/o
Maya Haidar 70-98307

Zahleh
Burghul
George Saliba
03-529757/ 08-812731

Ba`albak
Tannur
Omar Ahmad Solh
03-525423

Ta`nayel
Labneh
Elia Ghorra
03-814441

Barouk
Cedar honey
Nabeel al `Ayass
03-438723/ 05-720704
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Addresses
& Contacts
Barouk
Ambaress / Sirdaleh
Farid Melhem Mahmoud
05-241162/ 05-241208

Roum
Figs
Abbas Salameh
07-810221

Kfarnabrakh
Dibs el `inab
Iman Abu Kheir
03-640351

Maghdousheh
Mazaher
Hanna Hakim
03-338379

Kfarfaqud
Marquq
Hadi Fayez Zahreddeen
05-720946 03-436062

Zawtar
Za`tar
Muhammad Ali Ne`meh
07-571347

Dahr El-Mghara
Dibs el kharrub
Edmond Dagher
07-985370

Dayr Qanoun
Mishtah el Jreish
Daad Ismail
07-395101

Joun
Dibs el roummane
Wafaa Issa
70-938122

Dayr Qanoun
Milit al Smeed
Daad Ismail
07-395101

Chama`
Freekeh
Mohamad Ibrahim Srour c/o
Khalil Ollaik 03-790344
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